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The follov/ing study endeavors to present a short
but comprehensive view of Fascism in Italy and its effect
on Italian education. Logically, it divides itself into
two parts. The first deals, in a general v/ay, v/ith the
historical development of Fascism; and the second v/ith its
effect on education.
The chief benefit that can be derived from such
a study is that it mahes one conscious of the strong and
j
weak points embodied in the system itself, be it in its
political or educational structure, the detection of which
depends upon the reader, v/ho will determine which points i
are subject to change or improvement, even though he may
reside in a country v;here conditions are inherently
|
different. !
In the preparation of this v/ork, I have derived
|
ideas and inforraation from every available source, but I an
especially grateful to Professor John I. Mahoney of Boston
University for the encouragement and assistance he has
given me during the preparation of the thesis; to
Professor George Iviakechnie for many helpful suggestions;
and to Professor Franklin D. Roberts for advice and
inspiration. I v/ish also to make acknowledgement of the
help received from Professor Howard R. Iviarraro of Uolunbia
University, v/hose book "Nationalism in Italian Education"
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contains many documents which are not available in this
country* I also acknowledge my indebtedness to Pro-
fessors Schneider and ulough, from whose volume "Making
Fascists" I have derived much material information.
Finally, I express my appreciation to Llrs, 1. Henderson of
Boston for the free use of her library and files.
Because of the controversial nature of the sub-
ject, I have tried to be free from prejudice, but if in th<
course of writing, I should have registered decisive vie\7s,
I alone am responsible for the position taken in all
matters of opinion, I hope, hov/ever, that the study will
be stimulating and instructive as well as accurate and
suggestive in its presentation and conclusions, so far as
it goes. It is hoped, also, that it will make a contri-
bution to thought, even though it be small, And if in
the course of reading, the reader should gain a single
idea or fact, I shall be happy in the thought that any
labours of mine have not been in vain.
Henry Conrad Giunta
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RISE AND DEVELOPI/JENT OE FASCISM

FASCISM IN ITALY AlTD
ITS EFFECT CN ITALIAN EDUCATION
Political and Economic situation in Italy After the
World War
During the latter part of the time v/hen Italy
was engaged in the World V/ar the politicians of Italy madd
certain promises to the soldiers in order to encourage them
to help Italy win the conflict. J^riefly, there were
three promises in particular v/hich v/ere rather unusual.
They v;ere: (1) Refoim of the whole national life,
(£) Land for the soldiers, and,
(3) Youth to replace old age in public life.
After the war, hov;ever, the politicians were unable to dis
I
cover means to make good their promises, and consequently
j
did nothing to fulfill them. The people v/ere mentally
i
alert enough to remember these pledges; and, the fact
' that the capitalists received the v/ar profits, v/hile the
peasant soldiers v/ho fought in the ranks were disillusione
!j
did much to stimulate their memory.
Then too, just as soon as the v/ar was over, and
the Peace Treaty had been signed, the politicians created
propaganda for a new war to retrieve the losses resulting
from the settlement which President V/ilson and the Allied
•f
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2Governments had meted out to Italy, If we question the
rights of the politicians to believe that Italy had been
robbed of the fruits of victory, we must remember the
secret treaty which had been signed in London in 1915,
The result of this propaganda v/as JJ*Annunzio*s raid on
Fiume, September 12, 1919, This amounted to a ’’Private
War” declared on the United States, France and the oritisl)
Empire, ’’After having been forced into an appalling war
and disappointed on all promises that had been mnde to th^
the Italian people v/ere told by the same politicians, who
had forced them into the v/ar, that they had shed their
blood in vain and that a new war v/as necessary to wipe oui|
2
the failure of the last one” It is interesting to note
at this point the follov/ing ezcerpt of a speech made by
benito Mussolini at Milan, November 11, 1918:
’’The most magnificent political panorama which
history records unfolds itself before the eyes of the
astonished world. Empires, kingdoms and autocracies
crumble like castles built with cards, Austria no
longer exists; tomorrow there v/ill no longer be Im-
perialist Germany, We, v/ith the sacrifice of our blood,
have given the German people liberty, while the German
people have made a holocaust of their blood in order to
— 1
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deliver us over to the chain of iraperialism and militaiy
slavery. Upon the ruins of the old world is outlined the
1
dream of a League of Nations,”
When the Treaty of i^pallo was signed, April 1922
the beginning of the solution of the political problem
regarding ij’iume was formed, moreover, the state of the
internal politics in Italj'- was calmed somev/hat by the
Albanian hostilities.
In order to maintain some degree of financial
stability, Italy secured loans from the Allied Governments
to keep the lira at a sufficiently high level during the
war. At the conclusion of the war, the Italian Govern-
ment had to fall back on its ovm resources so that the
eighty-seven billion lire (about two billion dollars) for
extraordinary v/ar expenses which accumulated from dune
1918 to June 1920 could be met. Taxation v/as impossible
and would be Insufficient to meet such tremendous demands.
Therefore, the only other solution that seemed plausible
v/as tried, namely, increasing the national debt by twenty-
six billion lire, and inflation of the monetary currency
by eight billion lire during the period from dune 1918 to
Juhe 1920, The results of inflation v/ere immediate and
far-reaching. The lira fell precipitously and prices of
commodities rose accordingly. Purchasing poY/er v/as
San Severino ”lJussolini" P, 60
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reduced to one-fifth, and consequentljr
,
the workers were
unable to live on the old wages. They in turn asked for
higher wages; when their demands were refused, they
struck, and public servants follov/ed their example,^
The depreciation of the lira, which had been
preceded by "sudden drops, v/ith pauses and recoveries"
distrubed the middle and working classes. Owing to this
"blackest pessimism" resulting from "diplomatic set-backs”
the state of mind of the people yjels indeed aggravated,
ivioreover, the bankers and industrialists, being over con-
fident in their ideas of victory, had rushed headlong into
"irrational undertakings," For example, they attempted
trade with ruined and bankrupt countries, and then urged
the governiaent to increase circulation of paper money.
Obviously, the result of these activities v/as a conception
of prosperity wholly fictitious, and a "sense of restora-
tion and v/ealth the more fallacious in that it had no
foundation in the actual conditions prevailing after the
war,"^ However, the most unfortunate aspect of this
situation was that the tendency went unchecked by public
opinion and unregulated by the government. Therefore,
national economy and public finance became more involved
in complex difficulties.
1
t>alvemini "Recovery Through Revolution" - P, 261
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During the v/ar speculators had promoted many
projects which after the v;ar were a burden to the State,
Moreover, the speculators now appealed to the government
for protective lav/s and State intervention, bureaucracy,
grov/ing from self-preservation and interested parties, was
v/illing to go on to "associated economy." This was
favored by the working class and the Socialists.
Along with the depreciation of the lira was an
increase in the price of food products. This v^s brought
about by a series of incidents. The oscillations of
money purchasing pov/er gave some large profits to the pro-|
ducers and sellers. Exploiters speculating in land pre- i
cipitated another crisis since the peasants’ demand for
land became imperative because of the follovmng factors:
first, rapid rise in the price of agricultural products, !
because ovmership of land meant large and quick gains;
second, the soldiers v/ere to be rev/arded by land which had
been promised by both the army officers and the uovernmenti
I
propagandists; the watchv/ord being "The Land for the
"Peasants"; third, agitation over waste of poorly culti-
vated lands of central and Southern Italy v/hich were
|
ov/ned by big landlords. This agitation became acute
during and after the war since efforts v/ere made to induce
cultivation of corn in order to diminish foreign

6importation. On September 2, 1919 a U-overnment Decree
legalized the occupation of waste or ill-cult iyated lands,
Immediately there v\rere seizures of land by violence,
"Moreover, in creasing the iilx-Service men^s Institute
(Opera) dei combattenti
,
the Government gave it the right
to demand the compulsory expropriation of badly cultivated
lands in favor of ex-service men who were peasants living
on the spot,"^
Since Italy was passing through the phases of
economic and political chaos, the logical conclusion was
that the masses of laborers and employees would become
agitated. The sentimental phases of .the crisis disorga-
nized the v/hole public state of mind, and the post-war
period v/as actually harder for the people than the war
period had been. The strike as a v/eapon was abused by
the political and trade union organizations. The labor
classes, which vrere neutral during the war, began to
listen to cries of "Viva Lenin," or turned to the
socialists, against the middle classes, with the idea of
a dictatorship of the proletariat as a result of the
many economic grievances.
The international strike made its appearance
in Italy at the time of Orlando's fall. The proletariat
were against the Treaty of Versailles, There were
Isturzo "Italy and Vascismo" P, 51-53
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popular uprisings, looting of shops, fixing of prices by
Citizen Conmittees
;
and general conditions became worse.
Emigration was impossible since foreign countries were
unable and unwilling to absorb more workers, and unem-
ployment in Italy increased. In January 1920 when Prime
Minister Nitti v/as in London, the first general strike of
postal and telegraph companies took place; later the
railroad workers went on strike. These strikes were
intended as political manoeuvres, but they failed because
of the resistance of the Christian Trade Unions and the
Popular Party. The culmination of the proletarian
movement cane in the summer of 1920 with the occupation
of factories.
The first time that tne v;orkers had occupied a
factory v/as in march 1919, when 2000 factory workers in
the toY/n of Ualmine, in northern Italy, occupied the
workshops of messrs. Franchi e c-regorini. This v/as pro-
moted by iviussolini ^ s follov/ers, and mussolini himself
went to jJalmine, and addressed the men, praising their
enterprise. ’’You have acted on the grounds of class,
hut you have not forgotten the nation. xou have spoken
for the Italian people, and not only for those of your
class of metal-workers. In the immediate interests of
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style, the negative and destructive style; but, thinking
of theinterests of the people, you have inaugurated the
creative strike which does not interrupt production . • .
The future of the proletariat is a question of v/ill-pov7er
and capacity; not of v/ill-power onljj^ and not of capacity i
only, but of both together,"^
j
V/hen Giolitti replaced witti, financial problems
were increased by strong measures against the war pro- ^
fiteers and by the enforcement of registration of shares
and the increasing of death duties (form of life in-
surance), This helped to check the bankers and the in-
dustrialists, nowever, the effects v/ere noticeable on
the wages and labor shifts of the v/orkers who were hit by
the re-bound of offended capitalism.” The direct re-
action of capitalism was evident in communist outbursts,
uevertheless
,
the v/orkers * excesses proved vain and use-
less, their dream.s "unreal,” The lack of both capital
and confidence stopped production and wages, "Surrender
was necessary and urgent; the v/orkers, leaders and the
Government negotiated about the form after the substance
phad vanished, This event marked the bankruptcy of
socialists ideology. The post-war disturbances now V7ere
on the decline,
^San Severlno "Mussolini” 0 P, 65
^Sturzo "Italy and Fascismo” - P, 55
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9Meanwhile the G-overnnient had made a reduction of
running expenditure, increased the revenue, and liquidated
the war administrations. The lira v;as at the national
i.
exchang^rate of 0,25 gold which was the mean point of
oscillation in relation to the gold standard, I'jitti
attempted an abolition of State control of grain, of flour
and of bread at a political price bewlo real cost. This
’ involved an average loss of about one-half million lire
per month, nowever, the combined hostility of the
Socialists, Nationalists, and Liberals of the Right
caused Nitti to fall in dune 1920, as a direct result of
this attempt in the form of a Decree. Giolitti, iMitti*s
successor, resumed the attempt at the beginning of the
following year. The bill passed irarlianent in spite of
the obstruction from the uommunists and Socialists, This
T/ill helped to balance the national budget,
I The next serious difficulty came from the uivil
Service which desired an increase of wages and the reform
of the law regulating its legal and economic status,
"The original salaries were on a gold basis; the actual
salaries were on a paper currency basis. The paper
currency had depreciated by more than 75%, The press took
the opportunity to magnify the result unduly, sonomi,
j
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provisional measures for an increase in salaries, and up-
held, iD.oreover, the disciplinary measures taken against
the promoters of the strike. The most significant result
of this Jr^rliamentary action v/as that it meant the end of
excessive forms of agitation,^
i^et us nov; consider the various political
factions in Italy during the post-war period. The
"Nationalists” renewed their pre-war attack, and \^/anted
an authoritarian, aristocratic government v/ith an im-
perialist foreign policy. The "Popolari," which were
organized for the Catholics by uon Luigo Sturzo, a
Sicilian priest, consisted mostly of sm.all landov/ners who
v/anted the government to apply the principles of Christian
benevolence in improving economic and social conditions
for the common man. In the Elections of i^JOvember 1919,
The Popolari v/ere the second strongest jjarty in the
chamber of ueputies. This vjas the high-v;ater mark of
p
their activity. The Socialists v/ere one of the strong-
est parties after the war. Their popularity and prestige
v/ere high. "The revolutionary wave after the war reached
very great heights in Italy, affecting all strata, the
industrial v/orkers, the demobilized soldiers, the agri-
cultural proletariat and the poor peasantry, a wide-
spread strike movement developed, both economic and
Isturzo "Italy and Eascismo" - P, 56 ‘
2
coker "Recent Political Thought" - P, 462
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.
political, land seizures by the peasantry, etc. Ihe
;
' JSocialist Party affiliated to the oonmunist International
in inarch 1919, by executive decision, v/hich v/as confirmed
by an overwhelming majority at the bologna congress in
Ofitober. On this basis the Party went to the elections
in November 1919, on a Communist programme of dictatorship
of the proletariat and soviets
,
and for this progranmie
v/on over one-third of the total votes of the whole popu-
lation, emerging as the strongest party with 156 seats out
of 508 - at the same time as mussolini and Pas cists v/ere
unable to win a single seat. The membership of the Party
rose to 200,000, and of the confederation of Labor, v/hich
was allied to the party, to two millions. s.t the muni-
cipal elections in 1920 the Party won control of over 2,000
Communes, or one-third of the total. At the height of
the revolutionary wave the government vjas powerless to
act, as shown in its passivity during the occupation of
the factories in 1920, since it could not count on the
support of the military forces. The expectation of the
1
social revolution was general."
The Executive Comraittee of the copnunist Inter-
national explains the lack of a revolution in the follow-
ing terms: "The P.S.I. (Italian Socialist Party) acts
with too much hesitation. It is not the Party which
:
^
"Fascism and Social Revolution" - P, 94
1
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leads the masses, but the masses "which push the rarty, , .
In Italy there exist all the necessar3?' conditions for a





Russian uommunism had strengthened radicalism
among the v/orkers by means of propaganda emissaries.
iill these various upheavals in the life of the
nation, such as: moral and economic eruptions, propa-
ganda, local and general strikes for economic and politi-
cal purposes, and the anticipation of a social revolution
may be considered to be the constituents of anarchism and
Bolshevism, Bolshevism is a form of direct-actionism
principally by the means of local and general strikes to
|
gain independence of the constituted government.
In September 1920 the climax in the series of
strikes was reached. Before then the workers had secured
possession of most of the factories of northern and centra
Italy, Hov/ever, the tide turned a few weeks later; and
the factories v/ere returned to the ov/ners, moderate
labor leaders had negotiated a settlement under govern-
ment promises of wage increases and slight working-men’s '
participation in management were made, nevertheless, the
results v/ere only temporary and insignificant, oy 1922
the v/ages had been reduced again, ihe factors of social
1
1
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discontent and disorder remained strong, especially be-
cause of the hardships of low paid v/orking-men and the
unemployed, The middle class vns still restless, and
there was increasing evidence that many well-to-do land-
ovmers and business men favored extraordinary measures
against the strikers, T>y late 1920 there was the be-
ginning of a period of disorderly conflict between
radical v/orking-men and their radical opponents.
The Fascists under the leadership of iviussolini
played an ever more important part against the workers.
Their purpose was to deliver Italy from -oolshevism, -cor
their weapons they used strikes, bloody riots, assaults,
and destruction of property, ivaissolini himself had made
no attempt in 1919 and 1920 to lessen the danger of a
revolutionary crisis, ne accused the Italian rulers
of having been "unfit and cov/ardly" because they had not
resisted i'rance, England, and the United States when
these countries were "mutilating the victory" in the Peace
Conference, Moreover, the Italians should help republi-
canism in the "Proletarian Nations," Russia, Germany,
Hungary and Bulgaria, in order to gain "revolutionary
v/ar" against the "Capitalist Nations." Mussolini favored
v;orkers organizations sharing in the management of in-
dustries and public services, and the promise of land to
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the peasant veterans of the v/ar,
"The psychological crisis in Italy, in 1919-
1920, which arose out of difficult moral, economic and
financial conditions after the war, and vra.s aggravated by
the series of diplomatic set-backs in Paris on the ques-
tion of Fiume, culminated towards the middle of 1920. The
fact that this difficult period did not involve the
collapse of the State and the political constitution is
but another proof of the soundness of the Italian national^
structure and of the vitality/ of Italy’s moral resources,
in spite of the fact that she bears v/ithin herself the
evils incidental to the manner of her unification and
2
constitution as a State."
"The general economic conditions in Italy were
highly unfavorable to the success of any insurrectionary
working-men’s movement. The strong economic positions
of the employers, the large proportions of small property-
owner groups in the population, the intensity of the middl
class fear of revolutionary proletarian action, the dis-
sensions among the Socialists, made it apparent that no
insurrection of a syndicalist or Bolshevist sort v/ould
prosper in Italy.
e
^ Salvemini "Recovery Through Revolution" - P. 261
2 — -Sturzo "Italy and Fascismo" - P, 57
3
Coker "Recent Political Thought" - P. 462
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The Rise of Fascism
Fascism as an organized movement was definitely
organized at iviilano, on the 23d of uarch, 1919. At this
time a small meeting was held. The meeting, which had
been summoned by mussolini, formed a Fas c iso di
Combatt inento (Fighting mnd), and it consisted mainly
of ex-soldiers who v/ere generally radical, and v;ere now
motivated by the low economic standards existent for them
as compared with those of the working-men who had ex-
ploited the country's emergency to their own advantage,
and now were favoring the leadership of the communist
internationalists. Later, the membership consisted of
returning army officers, "jobless and disillusioned, but
adventurous youths of pettj'- bourgeois and land-ovming
families," and those who wanted to end labor disorders
and secure justice for the soldiers and for Italy. Alto-
gether, the membership represented only a ver^’^ small
proportion of the population. The program for this
meeting had been prepared by mussolini
,
and henceforth
he was considered the leader of the organization. The
program, which v/as adopted by the meeting, was intended
to secure for Italy, by means of vigorous action, the
fruits of her victorious part in the World V/ar, and to
establish certain changes in the domestic policy of the
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nation, Iboon aftei^vards affiliated groups v/ere formed in
various localities throughout northern and central Italy,
During the first four years of the Fascist or-
ganization, there v/ere frequent disagfeements v/ithin the
organization concerning matters of strategy, Moreover,




forceful, and skilful leadership" of Mussolini resulted
ih unity of action. Let us consider in more detail the
various programs from year to year.
The platform for the original meeting held in
i/iilano in 1919 included the following policies for
liberal and socialist reform: 1, National constituent
assembly; 2, Universal suffrage; 3, Proportional
representation; 4, Abolition of the Senate and all titles
of nobility; 5, Eight hour v/orking day; 6, Nationali-
zation of the munitions plants; 7, Confiscation of the
revenues of bishops and of major portions of the v/ar
profits; 8. Capital levy; 9, Heavy inheritance tax;
and 10, Workers’ management of railways and other in-
dustries where possible.
The program for 1920 -^^vas in general the same as
the one for the previous year with the exception of more




lini declared hiraself an anarchist. In September he
approved the workers* seizure of the factories,^ Hov/ever,
towards the end of 1920, the worst of the post-war crisis
was over, moreover, the people began to realize the iia-
possibility of a social revolution, ‘i'he result of this
idea of defeat was that "mutual recrimination grew bitter
2between the more moderate Socialists and Communists,”
In January 1921, the internal strife led to a split be-
tween the Communists and the Socialists, The outcome of
this was that the rank and file of workers became be-
wildered by the vast division of opinion evident among
their leaders,
krom 1920 to 1921, according to mussolini, the
membership increased from 20,000 to 248,000,^ In 1921,
the Fascists acceded to the proposal of Premier Giolitti
that the Fascists take part in the parliamentary elections
as one of the groups of a "constitutional bloc” opposing
j
the Socialists and the Popularists. During later months 1
mussolini made many proposals for union betv/een the varioijjs
groups representing "the masses," Mussolini met with
j
failure, however, in regard to his policy, and soon after-!-
wards abandoned his socialist tendencies, [
I
“I
balvemini, op, cit, (English Ed, 1928) PP, 26 and 42,
2
quoting from Popolo d' Italia, April 6 and Sept, 28,1920);
Salvemini "Recovery Through Revolution" - P, 264
|
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From then on, Mussolini yielded to conservative allied
entirely. In November of 1921 the i'ascists organized
themselves as a political party; and in the uhamber of
Deputies the Nationalists fused themselves v;lth the
Fascists.
The objective of the party \ms now to defeat
"Bolshevism”. The membership consisted principally of
those who wanted to oppose the aggressive claims of the
working-men, and who had become exasperated over the
government's "tolerant or timid attitude in the situa-
tion."^ Meanwhile, the forces of a reactionary move-
ment were grov/ing. The workers vTere beginning to lose
their fighting spirit. Nevertheless, the industrialists,
the bankers, and the land-owners began their counter-
attack, These now v/elcomed the Fascist movement as a
means of protection of their economic interests. In
addition, they began to give generous financial assist-
ance to the Fascists. Hfussolini no longer attacked the
Socialists from the left, and criticized them for being
ineffectual revolutionaries. In 1921 Mussolini changed
his position, and began to attack the Socialists from the
right, calling them the most dangerous revolutionaries.
Fascism was nov7 becoming a nationalist, anti-socialist,
and counter-revolutionary movement. "He (Mussolini) had
1
Coker "Recent Folitical Thought" P. 466
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; been ultra-revolutionary as long as social revolution
j
seemed possible. He became an^- revolutionary as soon
i
as the social revolution shov/ed itself ompessible . He




tionary fireworks and to call himself a revolutionary,
: 1
In his mind, violence is revolution."
|(
Although some of the bankers, industrialists,
|i and land-owners had subsidized some local branches of the
l!
;




talists in 1921 began to generalize the idea of subsidies
after they understood that mussolini^s revolution vra.s not;
directed against capitalist societj?-, but against the
socialist movement. The Fascists proclaimed themselves
ultra-revolutionaries, but they fought the iiocialists. !
From this point on, the iJ'ascist movement became the centey
of activity for all the conservative forces desirous of
organizing themselves. "It has alv/ays been the tech-
nique of the conservative parties to lend surreptitious
help to the most extreme revolutionary groups, in order
to have them v/eaken \7ith their attacks the more moderate
j
groups."
The "Squadre," or armed bands which had been
|
I
formed in the late part of 1920, had carried out a two
year struggle by violence against the radical v/orking-
I
^ Halvemini "Recovery Through Revolution, Italy in the I
I
Throes of fascism" - P. 264
j,
'
^ Ibid. P. 264 |i
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men*s groups and agencies of cornriunist propaganda. They
{the Fascists) had smashed nev/snaner nresses, broken up ij
meetings, deported speakers, forced the communists and
;|
socialists to give up membership on municipal councils,
and committed numerous and sundry acts of personal
violence in the form of assault and destruction of
property, "Between January and iviay 1921, according to
figures published by the Italian Socialist Party at the
time, the Fascists destroyed 120 labor headquarters,
attacked 245 socialist centres and other buildings,
I
killed 202 vrarkers ( in addition to 44 killedby the police
and gendarmerie), and wounded 1,144, During this period
|
2,240 workers were arrested by the police; 162 Fascists
!
v/ere arrested. During 1921-22, up to the Fascist dicta-
torship, 500 labor halls and cooperative stores v/ere
burned, and 900 socialist municipalities v/ere dissolved,"^
In 1921 the first formal program v/as adopted at
the original party congress held in Kome, "Fascism
intended to replace the Btate if the latter shov/ed itself
unable to suppress disorder and prevent national disln-
2
tegration,"
The attitude of the government during this
period of Fascist violence might be termed as one of
official neutrality. There were, however, definite
"Fasciam and Social Revolution” - P, 104
(
\
Coker "Recent Political Thought" P, 466
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tendencies to indicate that the government was increasingly-
leaning towards and yielding to the i.‘‘ascists. The
|
politicians v;ho were in power at the end of 1920 desired
j
to help the conservative counter-attack. Therefore, they
allov/ed the military authorities to arm the i'ascists with
j
rifles, machine-guns, bombs, and trucks, moreover, the
,
retired officers and the officers on leave v;ere placed in
command of the fascists to organize and drill them, I
Furthermore, the police and judges were requested not to
interfere with activities of the Fascists, The only
occasion for them to intervene v/as when the Fascists v,/ere
in danger of being defeated by too great an opposition
from the proletarian class. This period has been terraed
a period of "authorized lawlessness," The Fascists
sv/armed the tovais, sacked the houses, looted trade union
quarters, beat and maltreated, banished or murdered the
anti-FascistSo The "punitive expeditions" literally
terrorized the country, Quite frequently the police
"connived at, and occasionally Implicated" themselves in
the raids of the Fascist bands,
Fy the summer of 1921
,
r^olshevism in all its
phases had been completely removed from Italy, Mussolini
wrote (duly 2, 1921): "To say that there still exists a






substitute fears for reality, Bolshevism has been
vanquished," Consequently, within the program for 1922,
it becaiae "plain that the i^ascist were ready to employ
squadrism for more positive political ends,"
Thus, v;hen the Bolshevistic peril had been wiped
away, the politicians who had given arms to the fascists,;
believed tney could put a stop to the organization, now
that its purpose had been served, rjothing could have
been more erroneous. The armed and organized fascists
were not in the least disposed to disband, moreover,
the high military authorities that had armed and drilled
the i)'ascists began to realize in 1921 that the fascists
"might become a formidable weapon for ensuring political
power to the military caste," Therefore, they now
ceased to obey tne civil authorities. Without question,
I
tne fascists could not have come to governmental pov;er ‘
later if tney nad not haa the secret support, or at least^




Let us review briefly the changes in fascism.
The first groups formed in 1919 and 1920 consisted chief-
ly of patriotic youths v/ho thought they were serving their
country by their "anti-Bolshevist" activities." In 1921'i
!
I
Basclsm was an anti-trade unionist movement interested by
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and for tde "bourgeoisie,” In 1922, however, ii'ascisiii was
an anti-parlianentary raovement in service of the military
"Black Hand ,
"
It is important to note that in August of 1922
the government meekly accepted the aid of Fascist forces
in suppressing the general strike movement, wnich was an
ill-advised manoeuvre of the Socialist pari iam-entary
leader, Turati, in order to bring about tne formation of




In October of 1922, iviussolini declared his allei
giance to the Jiing, This vra.s a strategic move on his
part to increase tne Fascist following by including those
v/ho favored Fascism but yet desired to be loyal to the
king. Later, in his puuiic speecnes and in the Popolo
d^Italia, mussolini asserted that the Fascists would march
to Home unless Parliament were dissolved. As early as
September 29, the Fascist central executive knew that,
"in the event of I'ascist concentration on Home, the iirmy
‘ 1
would oDserve an attitude of neutrality
»
On the sixth of October 1922, mussolini de-
livered a speech in milano in which he pays tribute to
the memory of her two dead v7ho fell, as Oaribaldi fell,
during tne days of August, and then devotes himself to
1
Salvemini "Recover^’’ Through Revolution” P, 266
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tile analysis of a well-natured plan, strategic and
1
tactical, for the coming battle. "The citizens wonder
which State v/ill end by dictating its lav/ upon tne nation.
we have no hesitation in answering tnat it will be the
1‘ascista State. . . When it is a question of assaulting
the btate it is no longer possible to have recourse to
little plots, of wnicn the *to be or not to be^ remains a
secret to the last. ue must give orders to hunareds and
thousanas of men, and it v/ould be merely absurd to try to
keep it secret. We play an open game, . . but we shall
carry out a severe and reactionary policy; we are not
afraid of doing so. If the representative organs of
Democracy say tnat v/e are reactionary it does not offend
us, because v/hat distinguishes us from tne uemocrats is
mentality and spirit, . . briends, i have faith in you.
You have faith in me. In this mutual trust is the
guarantee and certainty of our victory. Long live Italy
1
Long live fascismoi Honor ana glory to tne martys of
our cause i" At Naples, October 26, 1922, "the final
stage of the pilgriiaage of tne ever-swelling ranms of
Italian youth, where the first trench is dug in prepara-
2
tion for the imminent assault of the ^bJack shirts*,"
iiUssolini gave his final speech, which v/as entitled:
"The moment has arrived when the arrow must leave the bow
ban Severino "Mussolini" - P, 161
^ Ibid. P. 171
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or the cord v/ill brealci", before his ’’March on Rome,”
’’The whole question has been approached in a fatally
mistaken manner. Politicians ask what v/e want. V/e are
not people who beat about the bush. We speak clearly.
We do good to those v/ho do good to us, and evil to those
who do evil. V/hat do v/e v/ant, Fascist!? V/e have
answered quite simply: the dissolution of the present
Chamber, electoral refonr*, and elections within a short
tine from now. We have demanded that the State shall
abandon the ridiculous netitral position that it occupies
betv/een the national and the anti-national forces. We
have asked for severe financial measures and the post-
ponement of the evacuation of the third ualmatic zone;
we have asked for five portfolios as well as for the
uomjnission of Aviation. We have, in fact, asked for the
iviinistry of Foreign Affairs, the war Office, the iidjairalty|,
!
the i-iinistries of Labor and of Public Works, 1 am sure
i
I
none of you v/ill find our requests excessive, jout to !
complete the picture, 1 will aaa uhat I shall not take par^
v/ith tho Government in this legal solution of the problem,
and the reason is obvious when you remember that to keep
Fascismo still under my control 1 must of necessity have
an unrestricted sphere of action both for oo^i’nalistic
and polemic purposes, , , We Fascist! do not intend to
i:
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arrive at government by the v/indow; v;e do not intend to
give up this magnificent spiritual birthright for a
miserable mess of ministerial pottage, (Loud and pro-
longed applause), ... As a natter of fact, at turning-
points of history, force alv/'ays decides v/hen it is a
question of opposing interests and ideas. This is v^hy
we have gathered, firmly organized and strongly dis-
ciplined our legions, because thus, if the question must
be settled by a recourse to force, we shall win,"^
On October 28th 8,000 Fascists surrounded Rome,
They v/ere more or less scattered around the country-side
about the capital city, "in localities unsuited and in-
sufficient to house them ," Moreover, they were badly
armed, and quite disorderly, iui Army general was one of|
the committee directing the Fascist uprising. Another ii
ll
general had given military organization to the Fascists.
!
Altogether there were five generals commanding the varioui
!
groups planning to march on Rome. The Chief of the Navyjj
Theon de Revel, and the Chief of the Army, Diaz, aided th0
2
ll
conspiracy, It^^ly i !
The regular army was concentrated in Rome at
'
i'
that particular time. Obviously, the regular army could
j,
have easily stopped the Fascists from invading Rome -
^ San Severino "hlussolini" - P, 171
2
Salvemini "Recovery Through Revolution" - P, 266; Adolfo
Zerboglio, II Fascismo (1922) Pp. 5-6 and footnote; Luigi
Villari, "The Awakening of Italy Pp, 175-180, "The
Fascist Experiment" P, 162; Guiseppe Prezzolini
"Fascism" (1926) P. 52.
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if the military staff had willed it. On the 27th of
October, theFacta cabinet tendered its resignation. "But
on 26 October Facta v/as challenged by certain i^ascisti to
hand in his resignation at once; and, that very evening,
in an emergency Cabinet meeting, summoned in the hope of
finding a middle course that would save appearances
,
all
the Liinisters decided to place their portfolios at the
Premier’s disposal. But on 27 October the Fascisti,
in the name of their leader, declared themselves still
unsatisfied, and, with threats of risings. Insisted that
Facta should agree to their demand, whereupon that ex-
cellent man that very evening tendered to the King the
resignation of the entire Cabinet,
^ "And that very night of 27-28 October, which
saw the opening of the i/iinisterial crisis, saw the be-
ginning of the Fascist revolt and the mobilization of the
armed Irregulars, the attempts to occupy the Prefectures
of Upper Italy, and the organization of the l.larch on
Rome. The Jllnistry of the Interior was in an uproar;
an hour before davm the Cabinet met and resolved upon
resistance and the proclamation of martial law through-
out the iiingdom. The decision was brought to the King,
and telegraphed to the Prefects with orders to put it intc
force at noon (28 October). A proclamation to all
t f>
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citizens v/as printed. It bore the nanes of all the
Ministers, and denounced the ±'ascist rebellion,"^
The Fascists had taken possession of the cit37-
halls, post offices, railway stations; more Fascist bands
were gathering tov/ards Rome, Furthermore, it is im-
portant to note that the King refused to attach his sig-
nature to the proclamation of martial lav/ that had been
dra\m up by j'acta. On the 31st the Fascists entered
Rome meeting with no opposition or resistance. There v/as
no revolution, merely a coup d’etat. The Llarch on Rome
was "staged as a spontaneous popular rising, but in
reality carried out by a clique of high military authori-
ties, This coup d’etat was directed not against Bol-
2
shevism, but against the chamber of Deputies,"
The King appointed lAissolini Premier, and he
formed a coalition cabinet of Fascists, Nationals, and
Liberals, besides a few members of the People’s Party,
The Cabinet, hov/ever, v/as dominated by the Fascists and
the Nationalist allies. In the Chamber of Deputies the
moderate group followed Fascist leadership since they
were opposed to socialists and communists. Nevertheless,
the moderate group withdrew their support when the
Fascists made it clear that they meant to use the devices
of autocracy and terrorism to suppress proletarian dis-
^ Sturzo "Italy and Fascismo"
2
P, 118
Salvemini "Recovery Through Revolution" P, 266
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.
turbances and to maintain themselves in power. But the
Fascists soon proved that they could govern without that
support, JvJussolini made some attempts to preserve the
institutions and practices of parliamentary government.
Of course, Mussolini made it plain that he would ignore
Parliament if it should withhold from him the extra-
ordinary governnental powers which he desired; all out-
side opposition was being crushed by repressive govern-
mental measures against public criticism of the new
regijne. Opposition v/as also being crushed by the violent
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"HONOURABLE mBERS, I perform today in this
hall an act of formal deference towards you for which I do
not expect any special gratitude." Thus began Mussolini,
the newly appointed Fascist Premier of Italy in a speech
delivered in the Chamber, November 16, 1922.^ The follow-
ing are excerpts from the same speech: ”I could have
carried our victory much further, and I refused to do so.
I imposed limits upon my action and told myself that the
truest wisdom is that which does not forsake one afirer
victory. . . I believe also that I shall be giving ex-
pression to the thoughts of a large part of this assembly,
i
and certainly of the majority of the Italian people, if I
pay a warm tribute to our Sovereign, who, by refusing to
permit the useless reactionary attempts made at the
eleventh hour to proclaim martial law, has avoided civil
war and allowed the fresh and ardent Fascista current,
nev/ly arisen out of the war and exalted by victory, to pour;
itself into the sluggish main stream of the State. . .
All the problems of Italian life - all
,
I say - have long
since been solved on paper; but the will to put these
solutions into practice has been lacking. The Government
today represents that firm and decisive will."
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Legal recognition of the Fascists came in January
I
1923 when the new Government recognized the Fascist bands
|
as 'hToluntary Militia for the National Safety.” They werel
legally entrusted with regular police functions, and were
paid with the taxpayer’s money. The officers and soldiers
of the Militia swore a personal oath of fealty to Mussolini
They were given the power and the opportunity to suppress
all opposition either by legal action or by illegal
violenc e.
The press was suppressed; all publications be-
came subject to the control of the Fascist Party. All
parties and associations that were hostile to the Fascists
were dissolved by law in November 1926, and prison sen-
tences were pronounced upon those who tried to revive the
parties or who carried on propaganda for their doctrines.
Even meetings in private houses might be declared illegal.
Letters were opened by the police. Opposition to Fascism
led to the dismissal of public officials, judges, teachers,
barristers, solicitors, chemists, engineers, and journalist;
University professors were (and still are) obliged to sweai
an oath of allegiance to the Fascist regime, and then
pledge themselves to the purpose of forming citizens de-
voted to the regime. The Fascists no longer recognize
any individual liberties as sacred. For their authority
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they rely principally upon moral intimidation, physical
compulsion, official censorship, and propaganda. During
|
the first few years of the regime the Government tolerated I
kidnappings, beatings, and slayings which were inflicted by!;
ii
I,




times without any provocation. Laws have made it a crime
!|
to criticize the Government, or to conduct propaganda for
,!
doctrines or associations that have been dissolved by the
I
1
Government, or to spread false or ’’exaggerated" news abroad!
l'
about the internal conditions of the country. For these
political crimes, which are punishable by imprisonment, the
lav/s provide for the establishment of a special tribunal*,
the procedure of which resembles a court martial. There
is a very rigid control of all published opinions. The law
requires every newspaper or periodical to be operated under
the control of a director approved by the Government. The
law limits newspaper contributors to persons registered by
government controlled syndicates of journalists. Further-
,
more, the Government vigorously prosecutes and suppresses
socialist and liberal periodicals; other critical journals
have been fascistized - notably the famous Corriere della
Sera
. The police have been given the pov/er to put under
their surveillance, or to intern on small islands or
“The special tribunals are composed of a general and five
Qf figeya, Qf the Fa?c1 ^ i « wlio have sworn "to obey the_^
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1secluded villages, all who have been tried and sentenced,
and have already served their terms, plus those "who have
manifested the deliberate intention of committing acts sub-
versive of the social, economic, and national order, or
capable of prejudicing national interests," even if they
have hever been tried or sentenced.
i
These are direct evidences of the despotic nature
of the Fascist State.
The Corporative State of Italy is a Fascist
bureaucratic machine which controls labor. For the
necessary relations betv/een capital and labor a single
organization has been established in each province. This
organization enjoys legal recognition for each group of
employers, employees, and the professional classes. The
legally recognized organizations are grouped together into
thirteen national federations in the following manner;
six for the representation of the employers, six for the
representation of the employees, and one for the repre-
sentation of the professional classes. The officials of
the organizations hzve a monopoly of legal representation
given them. Moreover, they must "give an undoubted
guarantee of national loyalty which means enjoy the con- :
fidence of the Fascist Party. They may be removed by the
j|
Government, "if they fail to manifest a sufficient dose of 'j
^ ^vemini "Recovery Through Revolution" - P. E66-267 i
2
Coker "Recent Political Thought" - P. 467 j
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^undoubted national loyalty* The legal recognition of
the organization may be withdrawn by the Government, There
fore, in order to enjoy the privileges of recognition, the
members must consent to be controlled by men in the con-
fidence of the party. However, the law admits existence
of de facto organizations, but obviously none have dared
to organize, for such an attempt would expose the leader
"to every penalty threatening those who * show the de-
2liberate intention* of subverting the national order,**
The membership in the legally recognized organizations is
not obligatory for the employers, employees, and persons
of the professional classes, but the labor exchanges ii^hich
provide work for the unemployed must give precedence to
members over non-members. Furthermore, everyone, members
or non-members, is required to contribute annual dues. The
members of the employers* associations elect their leaders,
subject to the confirmation of the election by the Govern-
ment, The leaders of the employees and professional
associations or unions are appointed in the following
manner: Mussolini appoints a national leader for each of
the national confederations, the Fascist party appoints a
secretary for each district, and that secretary appoints
the secretary for each organization within his district.
The secretary of the organization has the power to expel
^ Salvemini **Recovery Through Revolution** - P, 267
2
Ibid
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any members, who, in his opinion, are "undesirable from a
moral or political point of view."^ "The employers* class,
is an active factor and controls its own affairs; the
classes comprising the workers and the professions are
2passive, subject to what their officials think fit,"
The contracts for wages, and hours of work, etc.,
are drawn up by representatives of the employers and by the
officials who run the employee’s unions. These contracts
are binding on all the employers and on all the employees o|r
workers - whether or not they are members of the organiza-
tions involved, ^lYhenever disagreements or disputes arise,'
they are settled by a court of labor which has jurisdiction
over contracts in course of execution or nev; ones. The
court of labor consists of a judge and two experts who must
be graduates of a University, Consequently, the workers
are automatically excluded from the courts.
Strikes are absolutely forbidden and are punished
by a progressive scale of penalties, the maximum of which
is seven years imprisonment. Moreover, lockouts are also
forbidden. Therefore, the law fordes the working-men to
labor under threat of imprisonment. Hov/ever, the law does
not force the employer to give work if he declares himself
unable to maintain the old wages any longer. In such an





which has been induced by a ’’justified” motive. In revievj,
the laws provide for thirteen great associations: six
federations each of employers and employees (Industry,
Commerce, Agriculture, Sea and Air Transport, Land Trans-
port and Inland Navigation, and Banking) and a single
federation of ’’independent artists, artisans, and pro-
fessional men."^
The municipal elections have been abolished.
Officials, known as "Podesta,” are appointed by the Govern-
ment ,
The laws or decrees have nullified all responsi-
bility of the ministry to Parliament. The King remains
formally the constitutional executive, but, by law of 1925,
the premier - selected by the King without consulting
parliamentary opinion and responsible only to the King -
is made "Head of the Government,” with authority to issue i
decrees having the full force of law. The other ministers
2
are subordinates, not colleagues, of the premier.
The reniains of constitutional dem-ocracy were
destroyed by the laws of February, I.Iarch, and Deceniber,
1928, when these laws abolished the old Chamber of Deputies,
and established as a substitute the new ’’corporative par-
liament,” This parliament consists of 400 members, who
represent not local constituencies, but official groups
1 Henry R
2
Spencer, ’’Government and Politics of Italy” P,25 3
Coker "Recent Political Thought” - P, 469
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'created by the Government; namely, the thirteen federation^
mentioned above, and twenty-odd non-incorporat ed organiza-
tions, such as the National Association of State Employees,
the Disabled Soldiers Association, the Universities, and
the National Association of Primary Schools. The four
hundred members of the nev/ parliament are elected in a
unique way. Officials, who are not members of the legally]
recognized organizations, meet in Rome. The central execu
of each of the national federations announces the names of
the candidates for his own organization. It then becomes
the duty of the audience to applaud the list of about
1000 candidates. This list is then "presented” to the
Grand Council of Fascism which is comprised of thirty
members appointed by Ivlussolini . The task of the Grand
Council is to "designate” 400 deputies by selection from
the "presented" list or by selecting other names not in-
cluded on the list. The list of the 400 "designated”
deputies next goes to the electorate for "ratification,”
Tlie v/hole country comprises a single electoral consti-
tuency. The obligation the voter must fulfill is to
declare whether or not he accepts - by yes or no - the
sole and whole list of 400 candidates "designated" by the
Grand Council, Therefore, there is no opposition from the
press, from any party or organization. Neither is there
JS . .
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any propaganda or opposing candidates. If the voter does
not go to the polls, he automatically reveals himself as
an opponent to the Fascist regime. Tlie electorate is
confined to Italian citizens, twenty-one years of age (or
eighteen years for married citizens having children)
,
of
the following groups: those ?;ho pay syndicate dues or a
certain amount in taxes; those who receive a regular paj'--
ment from the state or from a province or commune; clergy
,
of the Roman Catholic Church or of other churches recog-
1
nized by the state. When the voter goes to the polls,
he receives two distinctly different ballots, one tri-
color for ^yes" and one white one for "no," He is allowed
to vote secretly by putting one ballot in the ballot-box,
but the unused ballot must be returned to the election
inspector.
The law declares that the new parliamentary
chamber must "cooperate with the government." In other
words, the chamber must cooperate with the "Head of the
Government" and the Grand Council of Fascism, which is,
incidentally, the "Grand Council of the National State."
Moreover, the new parliament has no power of initiative;
it acts only on proposals submitted by the "Head" and may
discuss only these proposals, which include a nominal
right to criticize; it may not reject said proposals.
1 Coker "Recent Political Thought" - P. 470
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"The ^Corporative Gharaber^ is always unanimously in agree-
ment with the Government. The essential principle on which
this constitution is based, is expressed in the sentence:
^Mussolini is always right’ Furthermore, the law makes
a provision regulating the present incumbent’s successor
who is to be appointed by the King from a list of names
submitted by the Grand Council. "Thus po\7er centers
finally in a single person, who is both "leader of fascism"
( duce del fascisms ) and "head of the government" ( capo del
governo ) • He makes the appointments to superior positions
in the party, selects the members of the G-rand Council of
Fascism (which nominates the candidates for the Chamber of
Deputies), and ratifies or vetoes the governmental deci-
p
sions of the Council,"
"The foundation of Fascism is the conception of
the State, its characters, its duty and its aim. Fascism ii
conceives of the State as an absolute, in comparison with
which all individuals or groups are relative. . . Whoever
says Fascism implies the State. "Having created the
4
Fascist party, I have always dominated it.”
^ Salvemini "Recovery Through Revolution" - P. 269
2
Coker "Recent Political Thought” - P, 470
3
Mussolini’s article on "Fascism” in the Encyclopedia
Italiana, 1932.
4
Mussolini - "My Autobiography” - P, 296 (1928)
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.
Fascism as a Philosophy
"In its spirit as in its exterior form, the
Fascist ytate is the exact opposite of the liberal-
democratic State, which had brought the Italian nation to
the verge of ruin. It is solidly rooted in the theories
of FascisDi which the Revolution has thoroughly realized
with inflexible consistency. The creation of a imitate of
truly sovereign authority, which dominates all the forces
in the country, and v/hich at the same time is in constant
contact with theramasses
,
guiding their sentiments, edu-
cating them and looking after their interests: this is
1
the political conception of Fascism,"
Fascism has at all times put far more emphasis
upon practical achievements than upon possibly unattain-
able and theoretical ideals, l/Vhatever general hypotheses
and propositions have been formulated as a Fascist program
have not come from a theoretically-minded founder, Musso-
lini as the political leader has been popular, inspiring,
and forceful in the eyes of his followers. However, v/e
can not find in him the high level of "erudition, range
of information, and dialectal skill" evinced by Lenin,
Ivluseolini has scorned abstract thinking, and has exalted
fascism "by contrasting its live reality to the sterile
theory of other movements," "Fascism is based on reality.
Rocco "The Transformation of the State", in "1/Vhat is
Fascism and Why" (Sillani) - P. 16
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Bolshevism is based on theory. . . V/e v;ant to be defi-
nite and real. We v/ant to come out of the cloud of
discussion and theory.” Again he states: ”I/fy program
is action, not talk." To support this statement of his
leader, Alfredo Rocco tells us that: "It is true that
fascism is, above all, action and sentiment, and that
such it must continue to be. yi/ere it otherwise, it could
not keep up that immense driving force, that renovating
power v/hich it possesses, and would merely be the soli-
taiy meditation of a chosen few."^
In spite of the fact that J^'ascism formulates
theories and explanations after and not before it takes
j
direct action, it has nevertheless, constructive and
comprehensive aims. It desires the fundamental re-
organization and stimulation of Italian life, and the
restoration (actually the fascists might v;ell consider it'
the establishment ) of the pov/er and prestige of the ^
[!
Italian governmental authority. In pursuit of these aimjjs
I
it displays a combination of realism and idealism.
fascism "disparages any political philosophy that would
have action wait until a formulation of some systematic
program has been agreed upon among theorists and under-
2
stood and approved by the populace." IJascism is
described and applauded as empirical and pragmatic,
^ Rocco "Political Doctrine of Fascism" - P. 10
Aokv/e "Recent Political Thought, Fascism" - P. 473
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since it acts first, and theories, if at all, afterwards.
Consequently, the ij'ascist creed is derived from ex-
perience and not from reasoning. The principles of
Fascist structure and methods are adopted from time to
tirae; moreover, they must prove themselves workable in
attaining its objects, "They are, therefore, not fixed
1
and are not necessarily consistent one with another,"
The Fascist philosophers explain tnat their doctrines are
not to be found in formal treaties, but rather in the
deeds and proposals of men who are in pov/er to bring about
2
the aims of Fascism,
Leading Fascists place great emphasis on the
State, "or nation - an independent entity," and the ardor
of popular zeal to Fascism. The will of the State con-
sists in a hereditary ruler and is interpreted and
formulated in decrees of party "heads" and councils.
Furthermore, this will is accepted by officially approved
representatives of the citizens. C-entile maintains that
Fascism is a return to the Italian idealism of mazzini
and the Resorgimento period. Its mood, under this view,
is that of a great religious crusade; its goal is to make
Italy and its government strong and illustrious; all its
policies of economic and cultural regeneration are only
means to that end.
^uoker "Recent Political Thought, Fascism" - P, 473
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The ideals of the Italian btate are now deter-
mined and expressed by II Duce, Mussolini, Aftgwards
they are explained and expounded by a few theorists who
are ardent iJ'ascists, Coker states that: "Most important
among the fascist theorists are the following: Alfredo
Rocco, formerly professor of commercial law at the Uni-
versity of Padua, ardent iMationalist from before the days
of I'ascism, minister of justice from January 1925 till
July 1932, and author of the most important political
measures of the fascists; Giovanni uentile, a leading
Hegelian philosopher in Italy, a Fascist only after 1922,
minister of public instruction from 1922 to 1924, and
author of the drastic educational reforms; Enrico Corra-
dini, senator, chief theorist and propagandist of nation-
alism in the decade before Fascism; Luigi Federzoni, one
of the founders of the Nationalist party, minister of
colonies in the first Fascist cabinet, later minister of
interior and minister of colonies, president of the
Senate since 1929; ii^iaurizio i/iaraviglia
,
formerly head of
the Fascist propaganda bureau."^
"Fascism has a theory, which is an essential
part of this historical phenomenon, and which is respon-
sible in a great measure for the successes that have
been achieved. To the existence of this ideal content
of Fascism, to the truth of this Fascist logic we
1







ascribe tbe fact tnat though v/e cornnit many errors of
detail, v/e very seldom go astray on fundamentals. . . .
Fascism, moreover, considered as action, is a typically
Italian phenomenon and acquires a universal validity
because of the existence of this coherent and organic
doctrine. The originality of Fascism is due in great
part to the autonomy of its theoretical principles.^
i
’’The painful period of anarchy was arrested by I
the coming of Fascism, which, by restoring order and '
discipline to the country'-, was obliged to bring about the
transformation of the state in accordance v/ith its ovm
fundamental doctrine, which is eminently social and
therefore clearly anti-individualistic. Fascism has
indeed an organic and historical theory of society,
opposed to the traditional conception - atomistic and
materialistic as it is - of liberalism. i^^ociety must be
considered as an imperishable organism where life extends
beyond that of the individuals who are its transitory
elements. These are born, grov/ up, die, and are sub-
stituted by others, vdiile the social unit alv/ays retains
its identity and its patrimony of ideas and sentiments,
which each generation receives from the past and trans-
mits to the future. According to the Fascist con-
ceptions, therefore, the individual cannot be considered
^Rocco ’’Political lioctrine of Fagaisni” - Pp. 10-11
"
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.
as the ultimate end of society. society has its own
purposes of preservation, expansion and perfection, and
these are distinct from the purposes of the individuals
v/ho at any one moment compose it. In the carrying out
of its ov/n proper ends, society must make use of in-
1
dividuals."
Fascism exemplifies absolute severe ighty, legal
and moral of the national state. Society is thought of
the nation v;hich is based on ’’persistent ’Biological’
similarities that reveal themselves in unities of
language, custom, and religion.” "The one-party state,
the totalitarian state, is merely an instrument through
which the dictator operates, lie becomes the modern
counterpart of the deified Koraan emperor and the king by
Divine Right." The interests of the national state
must take precedence over interests of citizens, whether
they are in harmony or conflict. "An Nation is not a
homogeneous and compact mass. It is divided into
classes. The interests, prejudices and feelings of one
class differ from those of all the others, and often in
the same social class the mood varied from year to year."
IS
j
^ Roc CO "The Transformation of the imitate" in "V/liat is
Fascism and Why" (Sillani) P. 17-18.
2
Coerk "Recent Political Thought" - P. 475
3
Fascism, uhristian Social Justice Fund.
4
tialvemini "Recovery Through Revolution, Italy in the
Throes of Fascism" - P, 276
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i‘‘ascists maintain that Italy needs law, order,
and efficiency instead of liberty. However, it is some-
times said that liberty is possible only under rigid en-
forcement of law, order, and efficiency, And then moral
or spiritual liberty is something to be achieved under
or received from a state that is both strong and pro-
gressive, "If liberty is understood not as a right but
a duty, then there is no opposition cetween authority
and freedom."^ "Thus alv/ays the maxlmiuii of liberty
2
coincides v/ith the maximum of State force," Tlie in-
dividual has rights in so far as the State confers them;
and his will counts, in political decisions, only when
it is "legitimate" - that is, when it "coincides with thd
will of the State,
\
As for the use of individuals in event of v/ar,
fascism maintains that "a v/ar for the preservation,
expansion, or exaltation of a nation may be supremely
justifiable, even thougn it may frustrate the special
interests of a very lesser group and destroy the lives
4
of the nation* s most worthv/hile citizens,"
Therefore, we see that the aims of fascism iviAY
be reduced to one end: namely, to substitute for the
v/eak and degrading doctrines of individual equality.
uoker "Recent Political Thought" - P, 477
Gentile "Che cose e il Pascismo" - Pp, 49-50 ^
Ibid P, 34 (Rocco "Political Doctrine of fascism" P 20-29
- Coker P. 476
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freedom, and riglit, an organic nation, liierarchical, yet
constitutional, composed of and maintained by the minority
of able and discerning citizens, who must hold the
majority of "commonplace individuals" in abeyance so long
as they fail to understand and appreciate the signifi-
cance of the national aspirations which happen to be more
"important" and "permanent" than the scope of their
limited hopes and beliefs.
Finally, instead of the expression of democracy,
in the words "Libert^^, Equality, and Fraternity," the
Fascists express their philosophy in "three words of a
higher, purer, and more noble significance, to v/it,
"Responsibility, Discipline, and Hierarchy," v/hich en-
courage a man to emplo37- all his faculties in an effica-
cious participation in the national life."^
Emilio Bodrero "Mussolini and the Dictatorship of Italy"
in Otto Forst-Battaglia, "Dictatorship on Trial" - P, 257
1
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LE Fi\SCISLIS COI^.IE HalLOSOHIIE i'
Coinne toute saine conception politiaue, le
j|









i d^un systems donne de forces distoriques, elle y rests
intimement lies et lui imprime son impulsion interieure.
1 II a done une forme correspondant aux contingences de
il
i lieu et de temps, mais il a en mens temps un contenu ideali
!
I
guie 1* sieve au rang de verite superieure dans 1 ' hist o ire !
I
de la pensee.
On ne saurait agir spirituellement sur le monde,
i
comnie volontes dominant d*autres volontes, sans une con-
I i|
I
ception de la realite passagere et particuliere sur ii
; 1
i
laquelle il faut agir, et de cette autre realite per-
I
manente et universelle a laquelle la premiere emprunte ij
I





connaitre l^homme; et pour connaitre I’homme, il faut
j
connaitre la realite et ses lois. Il n^y a pas de con-
;
ception de l^Etat qui ne soit pas foncieremont une con- i
I
ception de la vie. C’est une philosophie ou une intuition^
I
!i
un systems d’idees qui se traduit dans une construction I
i
logique ou qui se resume dans une vision ou dans une foi,
I




organique du monde. ^ i
1
Mussolini, Le Fascisms, JJoctrine Institutions, Paris,
DenoSl et Steele, 19, Rue Amelie, 19, 1933
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The Achievements of Fascism
"Irimediately on entering Italy, whatever one’s
social contiguities may chance to be, one gets an im-
pression of force of character, liveliness of temperament,
and energy of mind. Post-war Italy, throughout the body
politic, strihes the visitor as strangely alert, self-
trustful, ambitious, and constructive - a people somewhat
excitable by nature, no doubt, but a people cohesive,
orderly, and keenly diligent,"^
The achievements of fascism must necessarily be
judged chiefly from the point of view of political economy.
Consequently, let us consider the political and economic
achievements that have been brought about under the fascist
dictatorship in Italy since its acquisition of povrer,
"Fascism promises a great many things. It is all
things to all men. It promises to further the interests'
of all the people. It says it is going to end the con-
flict bet'vveen capital and labor by ’harmonious collabora-
tion’, It says it is going to end the conflicts within
industry by restraining competition and eliminating vjaste.
It says it is going to end the conflicts in political life
by throwing out the corrupt bureaucracies of the old
parties and abolishing the meaningless parliamentary
squabbles of democratic procedure. It promises first,
1
Edward P, Bell ’’Europe’s Economic Sunrise” (Chicago
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therefore, social peace and unity,
"It promises, in the second place, both internal
and external expansion for the economic life of the nation.
It promises independence of foreign products, economic
self-sufficiency, the nome market for home-producers. It
promises at the same time an increased export trade, a
capture of nev/ markets, colonial or foreign.
"It promises, in the third place, a higher
standard of living v/ithin a nation. This it calls
socialism, because in the countries in which it has
appeared the word socialism, if interpreted loosely, has a
certain popular appeal,"^
The social peace and unity of a nation depend
quite largely upon the soundness of its economic structure,
and especially its operation. It will be v;ell for us to
review briefly the financial steps which were taken by the
pre-I’ascist administrations to liquidate the tremendous
war expenditures incurred during the World War. The reason
for such a procedure will seem obvious at a later point, !
for indeed, the contrasts to be found in the divergent
j
principles of government finance are very evident.
During the pre-i?'ascist adrainistrations
,
the
economic life of the Italian nation may be characterized
as one of normal post-war reaction and recovery. Indeed,
1
Fascism, Christian Social Justice Fund, Inc.,
Baltmore, ivid. ’ *
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the economic recovery v/as already in progress by the end
of 1922, and continued for the next three years, which were
the first years of the Fascist dictatorship. "The well-
known old practitioner. Father Time, was doing his v/ork.
Moreover, during those years the dictatorship had the good
fortune to meet with a complex of favorable coincidences
which strongly contributed to recovery,"^ France, Belgium,
and Luxemburg had employed many Italians for their v/ar re-
construction work, since there vjas a shortage of available
labor after the war because of great numbers of casualties.
It has been estimated that there were 1,200,000 Italians
in those three countries in 1925, This had considerable t
to do with keeping the unemployed statistics at a low
figure during the early years of the Fascist regime. More-
over, in 1923 and 1925, Italy had two outstandingly good
harvests. Furthermore, about this time there \ms a general
period of prosperity throughout all the countries of the
world. Especially did Italy benefit since large numbers
of tourists came to visit the country. In 1925 almost a
million tourists came to Ital37’ in observance of Holy Year;
the average by year of tourists was about one half a
million. The money derived from this source alone had
considerable influence in helping to balance the budget
;
of international payments, »- --• n
-
r: -'L!caiion
Salvemini "Recovery Through Revolution, Italy in the
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From 1918 to 1922 the average expense for v/ar
debts involved an average of one billion dollars per year,
and v;as met by Increasing the public debt v/ithin that
ii
period by 2.3 billion dollars. Later, the Fascist Cabinetj,
was responsible for only ^214,000,000 in 1922-23, '[
^175,000,000 in 1923-24, ^17,000,000 in 1925-26, and
^8,000,000 in 1928-29. During 1923-25, on the other
hand, the public debt was lowered by §150,000,000, Yet
in 1925-26 it began to increase again. From June 1925
to June 1929 the public debt increased by §370,000,000,
"Taking into account the total amount of in-
terest due
,
the debt with England at the beginning of
1926 reached about 612 million pounds sterling, and
towards the united States of America it amounted to about
;si2,042,000.
"By the V/ashington Agreement of thel4th November
1925, Italy undertook to re-pay the United States this
debt in sixty- tv/o progressive annual instalments with an
average interest of 0,42^o; while by the London ^^reement
of the 27th January 1926 she undertook to pay the British
Government 277 million pounds sterling, inclusive of
interest, in 62 years. The British Government restores
2
by annual amounts the Italian gold held in London."
^ E. Rossi, I debit! pubblici dello State del 30 guigno
1922 al 30 guigno 1929, in "Riforma Sociale," sett-ott,l930
2 •
'l
Vi/hat is Fasicm and ViHiy? Fascist Finance - Antonio
mosconi. Minister of Finance - P. 221
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The temporary decrease in State expenditures
created a favorable state of affairs while it lasted.
Obviously, during this tine the (Government should have
sought to reduce the taxes and the public debt due to the
fact that extraordinary war expenses had ceased. In addi-
tion, the Government should have avoided incurring any
more normal expenses than necessary. However, during the
first two and a half years of the I'ascist regime, the
normal expenditure had been reduced from ^^840,000,000 to
$700^00,000.
JMormal economic recovery was in progress in
Italy up to 1925. lifter that the economic schemes of the
Government changed radically. First of all, the re-
maining high military authorities who had not been exiled
by iviussolini (because they favored the establishment of
a republic) but had, incidentally, performed the coup
d*etat, demanded an increase in military expenditures for
the array, nav;^’’, aviation, and the colonies. Then the
capitalists, who had heavily subsidized the Fascist move-
ment and controlled the nev/spapers, believed that the
Fascist Government should confer special benefits upon
them. The truth of the matter was that they were in
danger of bankruptcy and wanted the taxpayer's money used
to liquidate them. Next, the Black Bhirts, who had
formed the rank and file of the Fascist party, wanted jobs
cr o. r-i;
lo’z.’urro^
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in theGovernment ’ s bureaucracy or in public bodies con-
trolled by the Government, Furthermore, if the regime
was to maintain itself successfull3?’ in power, it would be
necessary to increase the police budget in order to vjrap
the country in the necessary suppressing cloak of re-
pression and espionage.
The first outstanding result of these demands
was the general increase of normal expenditures in 1925;
such increase was replacing extraordinary v;ar expenses.
The normal exnenditures increased from §700,000,000 in
1
1924-25 to §1,000,000,000 in 1928-29.
During 1923 and the early part of 1924, the
deflation and revaluation of the lira, v/hich was begun
by the pre-Fascist administrations, continued under
ivnissolini. But in 1925 and 1926 the dictatorship, under
the pressure of the industrialists, who were looking for
an opportunity to make a profit, and the bankers who
needed to be saved from bankruptcy, inaugurated a new
policy of inflation. The lira now lost the ground that
it had gained after 1920. In 1922 a dollar could be
purchased for 21 lire, but in 1926 (August) a dollar was
then equal to 31 lire. Of course, the policy of in-
flation had to be stopped to prevent disaster, This vjas




Relazione della Giunta Generale del Bilancio, 29
Aprils 1932 - P. 37
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lira was revaluated and stabilized at the rate of 19 lire
to the dollar in 1927, "that is to say at almost the same
rate prevailing in 1922 before the *March on Rome*,"^
At the same time that the lira became unstable, wholesale
prices fell 34%* In order to prevent the fall of the lir|L
after it had been stabilized, the Bank of Italy, v/hich was
entrusted with the monetary policy by the Government, was
compelled to buy systematically all lire which were emi-
grating as far as excess of iiaports over exports vjas to be
2
paid for. When the wholesale prices on the internal
market suddenly fell, and when at the saiae time there was
a depression in industry and agriculture, a tremendous
reduction of circulation of paper lire was executed. The
circulation dropped from 20,1 billions on December 31,
1926 to 16,9 billions in the autumn of 1929,
"In order to arrange the conditions necessary fo
the recovery of the currency, as early as ivlay 1926 it was
decided to unify the issue of bank notes, making the Bank
of Italy the sole issuing bank. The Bank of Daples and
the Bank of Sicily, exempted from this service, attained
greater importance as commercial institutes of credit in
the development of the vast and intensive financial and
economic work, especially in the southern provinces and
islands.
Salvemini "Recovery Through Revolution" - P, 271
Ibid.
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’’After the issue of bank notes had been unified,
it v/as decided to v/ithdraw and cancel the 25 lire notes,
to issue silver coins in place of the other bank notes,
and to strengtnen the ijank of Italy’s reserves by means
of the money derived from the morgan loan, which enabled
a reduction ainounting to three and a half milliards of the
state debt towards the banks of issue. It was further
decided to unify the circulation and to separate the
management pertaining to special subsidies rendered
necessary for the settlement of difficult situations of
banKs, a settlement which hasalready yielded very note-
wortny results that will permit it to be concluded
definitely at no very distant date,
”In the meantime a wise policy was pursued to
regulate the influx of foreign capital into Italy, se-
curing it on favourable terras and for productive works,
that is to say, on conditions such as to yield good results
in regard to the balance of payments,
’’The crowning of this vast plan was the stabi-
lization by lav/ of the lira and the cessation of forced
currency sanctioned by decree - law of the 21st of
December 1927,
’’The new parity of the lira was fixed on the
basis of 7,919 grammes fine gold for every 100 lire, that
is to say, 19 lire to tne dollar, 92,46 to the pound
•' ry <;
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sterling, and 3.66 to the pre-v/ar gold franc. The Bank of
Italy v/as instructed to exchange at its Head Office in
Rome the respective bank notes on presentation into gold,
and, if so required, into foreign Dills convertible in gold,
’’The excess value of the gold reserves and
foreign bills resulting froBi the revaluation v/ere assigned
to the complete settlement of the advances received by the
State in banlc notes and other items pending betv/een the
State and the mnk of Issue,
’’The decree-law of the 21st of December, 1927
further made it compulsory for the bank of Italy to keep a
reserve in gold or in foreign bills not below 40yo of the
face value of the notes in circulation and its other
obligations at sight,
”In February and dune 1928 further regulations
were approved which gave complete settlement to this im-
portant matter also in regard to relations between the
Issue Department ana the State,
’’Pursuing its action of monetary and financial
adjustment, the u-overnment abolished the restrictions of
the previous years relating to the freedom of exchanges,
taking into consideration the favourable influence the
reform of the currency had produced on tne movement of the
exchanges themselves and on the reserves of the Issue
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uepartment , Even during the great financial crisis in
foreign countries, tne lira has given sound proof of
stability, not changing from rne gold point ana showing
less flucruation rhan rne pound sterling, the mark, and
other gold standards. The government control over in-
creases of capital and over the constitution of limited
companies v/as likewise abolished, ror, once the currency
was stabilized, it became merely a vexatious and useless
interference
,
Since 1924 the American laws have been more and
more restrictive and have refused Italian immigration to
this country. Moreover, the Italian Govemment, start-
ing in 1926, has prevented emigration to all countries.
The emigration crisis v/as acute in 1927, when foreign
markets for labor could not relieve the increasing list
of uneuiployed.
In a speech of I'jovember 9, 1927, mussolini
plainly admitted: "There nas been a crisis and it has
been a grave one. It was bound to come because of the
monetary policy for which the regime accepts full
responsibility. Vi/hat stage has the crisis reached?
I am convinced that the peak is already past," The peak
was not yet past, hovirever. In another speech of June 22,
1928, laussolini stated: "I believe that the end is in
"Fascist Finance" - Antonio Mosconi, Minister of Finance,
in "^Vhat is Fascism and Vi/hy" - P. 222-223
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sight,” and on Uecember 9, 1928: ”V/e are out of the
dangerous v/aters; v/e are in full convalescence." Yet on
October 2, 1929, he was forced to adr:iit that "These very
days have seen the culnination of the crisis. We have lef'|'
the night behind and are marching toward thd dawn," The
V/all Street crash came three weeks later. On December 18,
1930, the Duce explained to the people that "Just as we
were almost in sight of land, the American crisis of
October 24, 1929, drove us back into the high seas,"
The expenditures of the Government were in-
creased from one billion dollars in 1928-29 to 1,24 billio|i
dollars in 1931-32. Within the same length of time the
national debt increased by ^500,000,000. Also, the cir-
culation in paper lire further decrease from 16,9 billions
to 13,5 billions; wholesale prices lost 64fo because of
the depression which began in 1929,^
Unemployment in Italy, between the end of the
war and the "blarch on Rome," v/as highest in January 1922
when it reached 606,000. In February 1932, however, it
has reached more than twice that figure, or 1,147,600.
"Either the situation in 1922 vras considerably less
catastrophic, or that of 1932 is much more catastrophic
than the Fascists would like to make us believe ; or both
p
statements are true,"
Relazione della Giunta Generale del JBilancio, 21
aprile 1932 - P. 36
Recovery Through Revolution" - Salvemini - P. 273
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Before the V7orld War, v;ages i7ere at 100, and the
cost of living was at 100. In the second half of 1922
wages were at 505, and the cost of living at 498, x3y the
second half of 1926 the cost of living had increased to
653, whereas the wages increased onlj'- to 584, Thus, the
workers lost 15% of the advantage they had acquired by
1922,^ In April 1927 wages were reduced 10%; in
October 1927 10% more, and by Deceraber 1930 they were 8% i
I
lower in industry and from 15% to 25% lower in agriculture 4
1!
"The average wages of industrial v/orkers are today one hal:^
I'
of what they were in 1926, Those of agricultural laborer^
were reduced in many parts of Italy, particularly in ‘
southern Italy, much belov/ one half. Meanwhile the cost
of living did not change until the end of 1929, and only
in the last two years it fell, but only by 25%. If one
adds the losses caused by increased unemployment to the
drop in real wages, one realizes the deterioration which
has taken place in the standard of life of the Italian
working class since 1922, "2
For ten i^-ears theltalians have paid an average
tax bill of one billion dollars, Obviously, some good
must have been derived from such an expenditure of money :
0
ten billion dollars. The main lines of the railv/ays now
run on time. The most important highv/ays connecting the
principal cities in northern Italy have been rebuilt by
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modern construction methods. There have been public works
established in large cities. The municipality of Rome
borrov;ed $50,000,000 at 8^ interest in the United States




old regime any politician who would have incurred a forelgiji
debt in order to beautify a city, vrc»uld have been sent to i
jail like a criminal,"^ Land reclamation, which has been ^
going on for the past 50 years has been greatly intensi-
fied by the fascists,
j
I
"Signor Mussolini admits that he has m.ade, not a;
foreign, but a domestic war of conquest. This war within
Italy yielded to agriculture *a new province*. It cost,
as war costs go, very little - about $25,000,000. It
added 400,000 acres to arable Italy, 2nd the v/ork is only
begun. These activities are mainly in the valley of the
Po, and the Pontine marshes, and the arid stretches to-
v^ard the toe point of the peninsula. Irrigation and
reclai^iation go hand in hand, the engineers of transporta-
tion - the builders of more and better railroads and
motor roads - uniting with the engineers of the water *s
edge in opening outlets for the sv/elling production
following upon the achievements of the experts in hy-
draulics, Pascismo has its gaze fixed upon raore than
4,000,000 acres of additional farmland for feeding Italy's
1 Mortara - Prospettive economiche, 1927 - P, 442
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teeming population,”^
Fascism cannot attain national sufficiency for
the iiaportant reason that certain raw materials are abso-
lutely necessary for the continued operation of some of the
Italian industries, and consequently, foreign markets must
be relied upon for supplies; moreover, since the domestic
market is not capable of using the industrial surpluses,
it becomes urgent that the foreign markets absorb such
surpluses. "This expansion backed by the whole power of
the centraliaed Fascist State, eventually will demand ex-
clusive control over neighboring markets by forcible
annexation, or willcome into conflict with other expanding
u-reat Powers on pre-empted markets. In either case the
outcome is war. Thus the Fascist promise of economic
self-sufficiency can never be kept, and that of economic
expansion abroad leads directly to another world catas-
trophe,"^
Fascism, by its very nature, fails to establish
a higher standard of living. In 1926 the Charter of
Labour, v;hich is the constitution of the Corporative State,
declares in Article VII; "The corporative state considers
private initiative in the field of production as the most
efficient and useful instrument in the interest of the
nation." And in Article IX: "State intervention in pro-
^
"-Europe *s Economic Sunrise" - Chicago Daily News, Edward
P. Bell - P. 134
2
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duction takes place only vznen private initiative is lacking
¥7hen it is insufficient, or v/hen the political interests of
the State are involved.” The Corporative state, although
it provides for no strikes and the abolition of the strug-
gle between capital and labor, by putting the workers into
i’ascist unions, and offers no protection to the sraall busi-
ness man, but does encourage the. existence of monopolies,
trusts, and cartels, has been, up to 1934, a mere fiction
for the regimentation of labor and trustification of in-
1
dustry since it is not in actual existence, Hov/ever, we
may note the following report from the milan correspondent
of ”The Times” for I.lay 18, 1933:
”The work will be done directly by the Minister
of Corporations and hence these largely nominal bodies will
be not merely, ’organs of the State’, as the theory demands
but really mere additional pov/ers for present politicians.
As a result, not a single corporation has been formally
created,”^
”A further step towards the construction of the
Corporative State has been taken with the creation of the
’category corporations’ of industries,
"The creation of the corporations was foreseen by
the law of April 3, 1926; only now have they actually
taken form,
. . , Now the category corporations have been
1
^
fascism, Christian Social Justice Fund
2
Schneider - "Making the Fascist State" - May 1928
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set up - one, for example, for the iron and steel industry
j
and others for the silk and cotton industries, etc. They !
will render the application of the corporative principle
j
i
more easy and practical,
"Each category corporation will be composed of
representatives of masters and men of the particular
category, of representatives of the two confederations to
v/hich the masters and men are attached, and of the repre-
sentatives of the jj'ascist party. Each will be presided
over Dy an Under-Secretary of State, Tlie function of each
will be consultative and conciliatory. The category
corporations will also be able to formulate rules about
wages, control of apprentices, social relations, and the
relation oetv/een category and category,"^
The Law of April 3, 1926 in Article 42 definitely
provides for the following:
"The organs of co-ordination suggested by Arti-
cle 3 of the Lawcf April 3, 1926, have a national charac-
ter, They united the national production, employers and
v/orkers (intellectual and manual) in any given branch of
production, or for one or more given categories of
industry or trade.
"The organizations thus co-ordinated constitute
a corporation, A corporation is constituted by decree of
1 Schneider "Making the fascist State” - May 1928 The Tines
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.
In Article 44 v/e find, the following:
"These corporative organs in order that they may
serve tneir purposes have among others the follov/ing
functions
;
"a. To conciliate the controversies which may
arise betv/een the organizations co-ordinated and to draw \




"b. To promote, encourage and sustain all
measures intended to co-ordinate production and improve
its organisation;
1
"c. To establish employment agencies v/herever
their need is evident; where such offices may be estab-
lished, a royal decree may prohioit independent mediation
and tne operation of other employment agencies; i
i
"d. To regulate training and apprenticeship,
|
drav;ing up tne general forms necessary to this end and to
see that tney are enforced. Such noims are to be applied
I
to all collective labor contracts." i
In conclusion, we may say that the motivating
power of the Italian economic machine is the profit
|
system, in spite of the partial existence of the Oorpora-
tive State,
”
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in 1930 the real v/ages of theitalian workers
were only two-fifths of those of v/orkers in u-reat i^ritain
and one-fifth of rhose of workers in the united states.
^
In 1934 there were 1,500,000 unemployed workers besides,
and an additional 1,250,000 -cemporarily unemployed. "We
have seen the ’order’ which fascism established is essen-
tially the old order reinforced by new methods and new
expedients. It now becomes clear that the economic ’order
which it adopts is of the same character. Fascism
achieves peace and harmony by suppressing its difficulties
2
not by solving tnem."
Eascism is a failure, since technology has solve
the problem of production, but the profit system is unable
to cope v;ith tne problem of distribution. "Fascism makes
and can make no real effort to solve the problem; it is
prevented from doing so by both its economic and psycholo-
gical characteristics - it is itself the expression of
popular fear of the new era ana the popular psychological
attachment ro the old." FASCISTi is state CAPITALISM
without the laissez-faire competition, cut with the profit
system.
I
"Vidien the ground is cleared of all the lies with
v;hich Fascist ’propaganda’ has encumbered it, and, when
one conscientiously strikes a balance of the advantages
^ International Labour Office
2
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and tne danages, ooth economic and moral, wnich tine liascist
regime has caused in Italy, the judgment of every honest




Salvemini "Reoover^’’ ‘through Revolution" P. 275
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Fascism uoncili the Vatican
After Fascism had been established as the ruling
pov/er of Italy, conditions becsjae favorable to attempt to
establish new and definite relations betv/een Italy and the
Vatican,
AS preliminaries tov/ards this reconciliation,
the Italian Ciovernment took the following steps by means
of laws or other governmental measures: (1) the granting
of Chigi Palace library to that of the Vatican; (2) the
retrocession of the sacred convent of Assisi; (3) the
restoration of public worship in numerous churches and the
restitution of several convents to religious orders; (4)
the recognition of papal titles and decorations; (5) the
re-establishment of religious instruction in primary
schools; (6) the restoration of the Crucifix in educa-
tional institutions, government offices, and to Parliament;
(7) the appointment of military chaplains and religious
assistants to all tne Balilla, v/hich are the juvenile
Fascist groups or organizations, and to the Avanguardia,
which are boys’ groups for boys from 16 to IS years of age<
In 1924 Mussolini invited the Minister of Justice
to form a mixed commission, with a view to studying a
reform of ecclesiastical legislation* Finally the com-
mission v/as nominated and installed by Kocco; this

coiinnlssion consisted of three eminent prelates, authorized
by their superiors, and government representatives, all
under the presidency of the under-Secretary of Justice,
After ten months the commission drew up two bills of law
’'v;hich met v/ith the most lively approval,"^
The ’’Osservatore Komano” on January 11, 12, 1926
explained the matter in these terms: ”... For that, it
v/ould be advisacle, once the ijaw of Guarantees is abo-
lished - that so-called masterpiece of liberalism - to
assure to the Holy See the position of full and entire
liberty, both apparent and effective, to which it has an
undeniable right; then after a preliminarj’’ accord be-
tween the two parties, to proceed to the reform of all
unjust laws,"
On the 23d of February the Pope stated his posi-
tion in a letter to cardinal Gasparri, the essence of
which is:
1, That the Holy See believed a change of
method essential;
2. That to obtain religious peace the three
following points must be solved:
a, the abolition of the Lav/ of Guarantees
b. The assurance of apparent and effective
independence to tiie Holy See
,
b 3’- a territorial arrangement
1
Amedeo Giannini "The Conciliation betv/een Italy and the
Vatican" - in "Wiat is Fascism and Why?" (Sillani) P,47
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c. Along with the political accord, the
i formulation of a concordat which v/ould serve as a basis
I
for nev7 Italian ecclesiastical legislation.^
ij
Later in a speech delivered to the Chamber, Rocc(
^ announced the Covernment ’ s intention to a change of method,
I
’’From the first weeks of 1924, conversations
: v/ere held between two high personages of the two Roman
i
worlds, with a viev/ to finding a basis of understanding,
i
but without results. Shortly after Rocco’s speech, in
II
1; 1926, new negotiations were undertaken by the two parties
I
through two confidential representatives, at first with a
purely private character but later, officially. Various
circumstances prevented the opening of official conversa-
I; tions before the end of 1928. Mussolini negotiated these
I
in person in tne early weeks of 1929, and about a month
1
later the agreements v/ere concluded. The Hol37’ See offi-
I
I
daily announced these negotiations to the Diplomatic
Corps accredited to it, and on the 11th of February signa-
j:
tures were attached by Mussolini and cardinal Casparri at
;
the Lateran Palace. Discussed and ratified by the Italiai
^
Ihrliament, these agreements vjent into effect dune 11,
Ij
after the solemn exchange of ratifications at the Vatican
'i
: that same day. Long and laborious as the discussion had
ii
been, the conclusion was swift.
ii
^ Amedeo Ciannini ’’The Conciliation Setv/een Italy and the
Vatican” - in ’’V^hat is Fascism and V^hy?” (Sillani) P. 47
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"The acts signed are three in numher: (a) a
political treaty; (h ) a financial convention; (c) a con-
cordat,”^
”As a result of the "Vatican-Italian Accord" of
February 1929, the hteach (since 1870) between Church and
State has been ended and a cooperation established. The
Holy See now recognizes the validity of the Kingdom of
Italy under its i^'ascist auspices, and the govemrnent recog-
nizes the teraporal sovereignty of the Pope in the "City of
the Vatican" (about 100 acres in extent) and assures cer-
tain judicial privileges to the clergy in Italy, The state
allows religious freedom in the sense that it permits all
cults to preach and practise their creeds, but it makes
religious instruction in the oatholic faith compulsory for
children of oathollc parents. The Holy See, on its side,
prohibits all priests and members of uatholic religious
orders from » joining or taking part in any political
party’ (which in effect prohibits their opposition to
Fascism), but permits them to advocate popular support of
Fascist candidates at the polls, ivlussolini Insists, how-
ever, that education, in so far as it has to do with the
shaping of the character and ideals of the youth, must be a
2
monopoly of the state."
1
Amedeo Giannini "The Conciliation j^etween Italy and the
Vatican" - in "Vfliat is Fascism and \'Vhy?" (Sillani) P. 48
2
Coker "Recent Political Thought" - Pp, 471-472
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Emotional and ibocial Aspects of ij‘ascisra
Fascism, which is maintained politically by a
dictatorship, retains capitaHism with newveapons. And what
is capitalism? "Capitalism in its most highly developed
form is a mass production for mass consumption, financed
nationally ana ini;ernationally by anonymous capital."^
Besides these political and economic aspects. Fascism from
an emotional point of view appearls to and encourages the
spirit of nationalism, "But the last century and a half
has been one in which at least the fomas and phrases of
democracy v;ere widely current; political action in one shajj
or another has become the habit of the whole people, . .
i'jot only revolutions, out counter-revolutions as well, are
to-day made by the masses. In our times only the masses
can defeat the masses, ‘rhe tide of popular discontent and(
despair demanding a nev; order can be stemmed only by the
tide of popular discontent and despair cleaving to the
old order. That is the emotional basis of Fascism, It
is the instinctive recoil of the peoplefrom the mental re-
orientation necessitated by a changing world, it is the
|




of living. It is this psychological baclcwardness which
|
lures the masses into the Fascist parties to defend the
very system which is ruining them. It is this psycholo-
Mussolini, from a speech delivered to uouncil of
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gical bacicwardness which is encouraged by all the forces oi
propaganda, nev/spapers, radio, movies, sermons, textbooks,
cheap literature, which are in the hands of the vested
interests. It is this ps3rchological backv/ardness which
allies itself with and expresses itself through all the
most primitive and the most pernicious mass emotions
persisting in society.”^
Of the mass emotions, nationalism is the most
pov/erful. Moreover, Fascism allies itself with nation-
alism, The aids which Fascism thus gains from nationalisn
are of an internal and external nature. Internally,
nationalism exalts the "historic mission" and the "sacred
unity" of the nation. Therefore, nationalism has the
means by which the forces of the heterogeneous elements of
society, that ordinarily lack unity, are bound together in
a cohesive unit. Externally, nationalisn establishes a
common enemy - the foreigner, and unites, in still another
WfiYf the same heterogeneous elements against the common
enemj’-, thereby causing an effective distraction of public
attention from the internal troubles of the nation.
Imperialism, which is favored 'by Fascism, makes
a continual drive for foreign markets to the dxtent of
threatening world peace, "The nation has been fused into
a tense impassioned spiritual whole; national self-
consciousness has been exalted and national energy
1
Fascism, Christian Social Justice Fund.

rendered dynamic; a human instrument of tremendous
creative or destructive pov/er has been forged. If this
instrument cannot be used creatively to reconstruct the
social order inside its boundaries (and we have seen that
it cannot be so used) it v/ill ultii:iately explode de-
structively outside its boundaries.
’’Mussolini says: *V/e are forty millions
squeezed into our narrov; but adorable peninsula. There are
around Italy countries that have a population smaller than
ours and a territoi^y double the size of ours. Hence it is
obvious that the problem of Italiam expansion in the world
1
is a problem of life and death for the Italian race’,”
It is important to note that mussolini, while complaining
about the lack of adequate lands for the Italian popula-
tion, stimulates the increase in population by paying
,
bounties for large families,
I'ascism and militarism go hand in hand. Under
Fascism armament races are possible. There is denun-
ciation and persecution of pacifists as national traitors.
The population is subjected to military training and
military thinking, both of which begin with school
children in the lower grades. This will be discussed in
a later section. The bachelors are taxed, bounties are
paid for large faiailies, and in the meantime, the State
complains of the overcrov/ding of the population. Fascists
1
Fascism, Christian Social Justice Fund
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profess a desire for peace, yet they publicly create greed
for foreign lands and markets. Fascism inculcates in the
people the need, desire, and glory of vTar. "Fascism be-
lieves neither in the possibility nor the utility of
perpetual peace. . . War alone brings up to its highest
tension all human energy and puts the stamp of nobility
upon the people v/ho have the courage to meet it,”^
"Thus Fascism, not only from its economic and political
necessities, but from its emotional nature as v/ell,
means v/ar."
Fascism creates a mass prejudice against other
peoples, and at the same time glorifies the race, u-reat
is the honor and glory of the "Roman"! "It serves
Fascism in the sane v;ay as does nationalism: first, to
exalt the unity of the nation and veil the clashes of
interest v/ithin it; second, to offer a scapegoat against
v7hom the despair and indignation of the suffering people
can be directed v/hile those really responsible for the
catastrophe escape unscathed,"
Furthermore, Fascism establishes a "supersti-
tious reverence of the leader" - "IL DUCE!" "This is an
extreme and degrading form of mankind's deep-rooted habit
of hero-worship. It is an atavistic revival of the older
tribal cult of adoration of the chief. In place of
—
iviussolini "The Political and Social Doctrine of Fascism"
quoted by mutt - P, 213
2 Fascism, Christian Social Justice J^tind
^ Ibid
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developing creative thinking and democratic initiative,
I'ascism restores slavish submission to authority. It is,
I
as we have seen, the eruption of profound social forces;
it is the expression of underlying economic interests and
ingrained psychological conservatism bursting forth in an
emotional v/aterspout. The exaltation of the leader, the
rapt hanging upon his words, the faith in his empty,
opportunistic promises, is adraission of its weakness and
emptiness, its lack of guiding philosophy, the inadeqiEcy
of its program,”^
Under the Fascist regime, reactionary conserva-
tism has the power thoroughly to stifle any liberal
tendencies. ’^Liberals, radicals and progressives of
every variety are persecuted and muzzled. Reaction con-
quers not only the political and economic fields but the
cultural and scientific as v;ell. Uew modes of education,
new directions of scientific research, nev; curiosities in
literature and art, new adventures in philosophy are
vigorously repressed; for if the people begin to think
what will become of Fascism? This populer fear of inno-
vation and of intelligence, which is exploited by Fascism,
centers its attack upon political restiveness among the
working class and among those who sympathized with it.
Political parties of the Left, when republican or radical
i 1
Fascism, Christiam Social Justice Fund

77 .
are singled out for especial persecution or for complete
obliteration. All working-class organizations are de-
stroyed or coordinated to the State, Popular hatred is
mobilized against any signs on the part of the wage-
earners of independence or initiative, which are labelled
as •Marxism” and ”Bolshevism.” The existence of "labor”
as an entity distinct from ’the nation” or •the race” is
denied
The middle class has been the backbone of Fascism.
However, it should not be assumed that the middle class
alone established Fascism in Italj^. In the early days
of Fascism, the youths of the middle class joined the
Fascisti with the patriotic intention of washing Italy of
all traces of "Bolshevism," Nevertheless, the economic
depression and disaster caused certain reactions peculiar
to the middle class. "They resented bitterly the develop
ment of monopoly capitalism which dispossessed them of
their property and independent livelihood and reduced then
to the status of employees. They railed against *big
business*, ’monopolies*, and ’international financiers’.
Yet at the same time they w ere deeply alarmed at the
growth of radicalism in the working class and at the
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The psychological lag described above came into
play. Though the material condition of these groups was
often the same as that of the worker, or very close to it,
their attitude of mind remained strictly middle class.
They resented being identified with the workers, to whom
they had always considered themselves superior. They
reacted to the socialist threats against property with the
same indignation as if they still possessed property.
Their mental roots remained stronger than their physical
necessities. They real desire, which they were rarely
able to formulate clearly, was to remove in some way all
the disabilities which capitalism had imposed upon their
class, while at the same time retaining the privileges
w'ith which it had once invested them, \7hat they v/ahted
was a revolution v;hich would go not forward but back.
Fascism was, of course, the perfect answer to their mental
confusion
,
”It would be a mistake, however, to blame Fascism
v/holly on the middle class. As has been said, Fascism
sprang from forces of change and dissolution which ran
through the whole of society. The working class, too,
felt the full impact of the break-down of capitalist
economy. Some of its members v^ere converted to faith in
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socialist parties, which remained socialist in name alone.
Most of the workers, suffering from the same psychological
lag, infected through its education and the whole at-
mosphere in which it had grown up with middle class
psc|iology, remained even more loyal to democratic prin-
ciples and capitalistic illusions than did the middle
class. In spite of exhortations from radicals they were
not revolutionary and showed slight signs of becoming so.
Due to the intensity of their distress and to a reaction
against the tactics of the radicals, some contributed to
the success of Fascism by actually going over to the
Fascist parties. But most made their contribution by
holding until too late to democratic illusions and
loyalties or by wasting in dissensions ?/ithin their own
ranks the strength they should have turned against the'
Fascisti, This is what happened in Italy, Germany and
Austria, and what is now happening in France and Spain.
"A third group plays a very vital part in the
success of Fascism, This is the ruling class, the
plutocracy, the big industrialists and the monopolists .
It is they who under Fascism, as under any other form of
capitalism, dominate society. If, through the inter-
vention of the State, Fascism in some measure limits the
free play of their activities it is not wholly pleasing
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to them. It is, however, infinitely preferable to any
really sincerely revolutionary or even mildly radical
ll
movement which threatens their profits. The reaction of '
the plutocracy to radicalism shows itself in three degrees;^,
operating always upon public opinion through the power of
'i
its money and through the organs of propaganda controlled
by its money. To a mild indecisive, ambiguous radi-
calism, such as that of the New Deal, it reacts by en-
h
deavoring to engineer a return to the days of monopoly '
control, when the bankers and industrialists ran the
country unimpeded by the government. To a more thorough-
going reforming radicalism, talcing shape in social ser-
vices which eat seriously into the profits of plutocracy,
,
such as that of the British Labor Party, it reacts by
endeavoring to engineer a veiled form of business dicta- i.
torship, in which the public is persuaded by a threat of
national catastrophe to countenance the merging of big
business and the government in a sort of interlocking
||
directorate. And to a frankly revolutionary radicalism,
,
or even to one which it is feared may become so, the |'
plutocracy reacts by subsidizing more or less secretly
a Fascist party, and, if this proves necessary, by
assisting it to come to power. This was the case in both i,
Italy and Germany where the danger from syndicalists or
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Communists was felt to be much more imminent than it
actually was. Mussolini frankly accepted subsidies from
the plutocracy
"It is hoY/ever, occasionally contended that,
though the Fascists leaders may USE the plutocracy in
their early struggles, upon attaining pov/er they will act
independently of it and even contrary to its interests, .
The Italian Corporate State, in so far as it has more
than a paper existence, is an instrument of the in-
dustrialists, not of the middle class or of the workers.
"The e:2q)lanation of this is to be found in the
character of the Fascist leaders themselves. First, they
too spring from the middle class; they too have a wholly
middle class psychology; they suffer from the same
psychological lag which infects their followers; what
they too want is a "revolution" which will repair capi-
talism ?/ithout touching its essentials. Secondly, as
described above, they received in the formative years of
the Party very substantial assistance from the plutocracy
and are bound to feel certain obligations to it. Thirdly,
after coming to power, the Fascist leaders, being inex-
perienced in the administration of industry and govern-
ment, are compelled to take into their ranks many of those
who have previously been engaged in that administration;
I, j j oao;:: /(cdh oci •>1 cJXd'z s.:r
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Therefore, in many cases the Party bureaucracy and the
industrial leaders are the same individuals. Fourthly,
any government, no matter how dictatorial, must possess
at least the consent if not the active support of the
most powerful forces and elements of the nation; and the
plutocracy with its control of finance and industry
remains after as before the Fascist ’’revolution” the
strongest economic force in the nation. Finally, after
the "revolution” the Fascist leaders and the plutocracy
have a common interest in the status quo, they both are
essentially vested interest; they both are conservative
forces; neither wants a change - they need each other.
”It is for these reasons that Fascism does not
and cannot effect an economic revolution. It is for
these reasons that the oft-made suggestion that it is
evolving or may evolve into some form of state socialism
is pure illusion. It is for these reasons that the
hopes of the middle class and of some of the workers that
monopoly capitalism is to be broken up and a classless
society introduced are doomed to disappointment. Only
the plutocracy, the upper crust, stands to gain by Fascism,
as it does by any other form of capitalism,
”We have arrived thus at a fairly clear picture of
the social significance of Fascism, It appears as the
;
'
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last phase of capitalist society, after finance -monopoly
capitalism has nearly destroyed the economic bases of
industrial life. As in a slowly dying man unexpected
pov/ers of resistance surge forth in a last, violent
struggle against dissolution, so in the dying society
there develops an unguessed obstinacy of spirit and an
amazing adaptability to the atmosphere of decay. All the
unexhausted forces of the old order, the embattled
rapacity of the vested interest, the psychological back-
wardness of the majority of the workers and the explosive
discontent of the middle class resist the metamorphosis
which confronts them. Capitalist society now makes a
last, blind, convulsive effort to escape its fate and to
deny in passionate violence and spiritual intoxication the
cancer that is destroying its life.”^
Thus, in this survey of Fascism v;e have discovered
how it became the controlling political party in Italy,
the effects of its administration in the form of achieve-
ments, the influence and direct control that it exerts
over the people, and the self-assuredness of its leader
and founder - Mussolini. Moreover, in Italian Fascism,
we have discovered an hierarchical, constitutional
dictatorship with a system of government, re-invigorated
capitalism with more dangerous weapons known as the
T ^ =========================—^^
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Corporative State, and general condition of despotism
ruling everyone, everything, everywhere. Obviously, such
tremendous subjugation of personal rights and liberty in
behalf of the interests and glories of the State is
necessary to maintain despotism in power over a freedom-
loving people. T7e can only ash the question:
"IF THE PEOPLE BEGIN TO THINK, WHAT WILL BECOIIE OF
FASCISM?"
Gfu e.J’d:-'!'! ^iioaTec .o nGlv .^nutcJwkj lu.': /::ji .ai^
tit eiit- 'I’j :.i^'c:'ol^ isaa o.^C'ToJar • ':>t .o '. TtfrCbu
^
i '. 'C!;vo *t4#«fOu rti* ;ur i jr<^ojbf ni»;::ie2i oi yio .c.'C'on
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SUIvU.IAHY OF PART I
1, The Fascist movement began in a critical
post-v/ar period of chaotic conditions. The salient
features of this post-war economic and social and politi-
cal confusions are as follov/s:
a. Large scale profiteering
b. Inflation of the currency to meet war costs
c. Workers' strikes to better their economic condi-
tions; that is, higner wages for higher costs of living.
d. Outstanding deficits in the national budget
e. Displeasure of the war veterans because of un-
fulfilled political promises
f. Rational indignation over the outcome of the war
and especially over the peace
g. Failure of the government to cope with the
situation
h. General distrust of established institutions
and existing policies,
£.Groups of individuals binding themselves to-
gether as a "bundle" - fascio - for the purpose of securing
for Italy, bj^ means of vigorous action, thefruits of a
victorious part in the World War, and, moreover, bringing
changes in national domestic policies by force.

3,
Because of this aggressive attitude no
national program could have been stable, since the ob-
jectives of the Jj’ascists changed from time to tiihe in those
early periods of national rehabilitation.
4. The constant flow of the "Bolshevist"
propaganda caused a genera.1 reaction; the I’ascists,
realizing the impossibility'- of a social revolution, nov7
become counter-revolutionary'-, and were thereafter subsi-
dized by the capitalists who looked upon them as a means
of prolonging capitalism,
5, Since the government had become weaker,
jt^’ascism gained in power through governmental activities in
suppressing jaolshevism, and the v/ay became clear for a
i'’ascist regime,
6, The realization of the high military autho-
rities (v/ho had arraed and drilled the 1‘ascists) that they
could use them as tools for gaining political pov/er in
establishing a military regime was flouted by Mussolini -
i
the man of iron - who established his dictatorship through
armed force, knovm as the "March on Home,"
7. This coup d*etat was encouraged bv' the higt
military authorities who promised that "the Army would
observe an attitude of official neutrality" in such an
event; but mussolini, who was interested in a Fascist
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militarists who were in a measure responsible for his
success
.
8, The King of Italy, realizing the conspiracy
of the military authorities, and. realizing also that he
could make no other move without the aid of the Army, in-
vited ..iussolini to take the premiership to guide the
destinies of the nation.
9. une of the first steps taken by the new btat{
was to recognize legally the Fascist bands, calling them
I
"Voluntary tlilitia for national Safety," and empowering
them with regular police functions,
10. In order to maintain Fascism in power,
despotic measures became necessary. The new btate thus
empowered no longer recognized individual liberties as
sacred prerogatives.
11. The Corporative State is supreme; it regi-
ments and directly supervises - by control - the Italian
labor to the advantage of capitalism, in so far as it
serves the 8tate,
12. The Fascist State has steadily become more
absolute in its policies. In 1928 the Chamber of Deputie 5
was abolished by law, and a new "corporative parliament”
was established together with a one-party, state-controlle<
.
procedure of elections which determines v;ho are to be the
members of the new parliaraent before they are actually
i' V
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13, The power of the "Head of the Government" -
L'lussolini - has become so absolute in his decrees as to
have complete control of the State, Moreover, his decreesi
carry the force of lav/, and he hmself is responsible only
to the Hing,
14, The philosophy of jt?‘ascism as exemplified by
its founder and leader, lienito mussolini, is not one of
mere theoretical programs and minutely detailed plans; but
rather one characterized by action. His word, "Tempesta"
describes it very well. It refers to action in a given
time, i,e., to accomplish as quickly and as vigorously as
possible that which has been desired but not yet accomplished,
15, This philosophy admits assumptions expounded
by the idealists, but predominance is given to the schemes
which araplify nationalism, state capitalism and even
despotism at the cost of individual liberties, rights and
privileges, if theindividual fails to recognize the
sovereignty of the Htate,
16, The politico-economic life in Italy under
the Fascist regime may be divided, for convenience, into
three distinct periods: first, the economic rehabilita-
tion of the country already in progress prior to fascism
and continued for the first tnree years of Fascist reign -
supposedly under its patronage; second, during the follow-
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ing three years the desires of the government by far ex-
ceeded the national monetary reserve. The government,
Y/ishing to stave off an economic collapse, resorted to the
unlimited circulation of fiat money, Y/hich in turn created
the monetary crisis of 1927; third, through the assist-
ance of American loans the administration was empowered to
re-establish and to stabilize the lira at pre-u’ascist
administration rate. Thus, an immediate collapse of the
capitalistic structure was averted creating at the same
time a fictitious and ephemeral prosperity. nevertheless,
the world-wide economic crisis which began in the autumn of
1929 v/as preceded in Italy by a general decline beginning
in 1928,
17, The Concordat represents a compromise betY/een
the Italian State and the Roman Catholic Church, which Y;as
advantageous to the uhurch. This political agreement to-
gether Y/ith financial indemnification for past deeds could
not have been as successfully accomplished under a liberal
government,
18, The emotional and social factors of Italian
political life have aided the Fascist regime by inculcating
fervent mass emotions of nationalism, imperialism, mili-
tarism and glorification of "II Duce"; all of v;hich
demonstrate that Fascism is a reactionary conservatism of
the middle class.
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Educational changes or reforms
The most effective way to win the allegiance of
a nation's youth to national ideals is by means of in-
struction. hence, the public school become the most
potent and influential agency. The French revolutionists
with their educational experiments, had demonstrated to
the world the value of the public school in civic educa-
tion; and Italy, following this lead, provided for public
instruction as early as 1859 when on November 13 the uasatl
Lav/ was passed. The Coppino Law of July 15, 1877, made
attendance compulsory until the age of tv/elve. This meani
that a youth, beginning his elementary school at the age
of seven, 'vvas supposed to continue through five grades,
which comprised, inmost school systems, tne elementary
education. mt, despite this legislation for free and
compulsory elementary education, Italy’s educational
system v/as not as efficient as it snould have been. Many
tov/ns and comiaunes which were required to build school
buildings, took no action. The legislation ivas not strici
ly enforced. Some of the parents thought their children
v/ere more economically valuable at work, and some thought
that wnatever education the Uhurch offered was tradition-
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schools Y/hich did exist somev/hat inefficient. An attempt
Nas made to improve them as late as 1911 when the Dredaro
Law vra.s passed, ’%7hich provided for strict state control
and state aia, but legislature proved futile v/herever local
1
authorities had no faith in national lav/s,”
The Fascist Regime sought to better these condi-
tions, realizing tnat the schools were necessary to make
known the ideals and aims of the new government and to
spread the Fascist propaganda. This required many changes
in the scnool systems and with the evolution of a ministry
of public instruction tnese changes take effect.
The reform of the Italian schools began in Octo-
ber 1922, when Prime Minister Mussolini appointed Professor
Giovanni aentile, the social philosopher, to the position o;‘
Minister of Public Instruction. The nev/ Minister, imbued
with Neo-negelian idealism and ardent Fascist nationalism,
sought to use the schools for the purpose of teaching
Fascism, One cannot escape this conclusion if he takes
time to read the follov/ing greeting sent by him to the
Italian educational authorities tvro days after his nomina-
tion to the Ministry of Public Instruction:
”I come to the ministry of Public Instruction
with my former faith in the destinies of our civilization
and in the spirit of our schools renewed. The greater
Schneider and Clough "Making Fascists" - P, 83
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the trial, the greater has alv/ays been tne aoiliTiy or the
Italians to surpass theiiselves
,
and the more ready the
schools to raise an admonishing voice and to serve as an
example. I call to my support all Italian teachers,
urging them to work with new vigor for the future of our
country.
"We affirm our belief that the State is not a
system of hindrances and external juridical controls from
v/hich men flee, out an ethical being v/hich, like the con-
science of the individual manifests its personality and
achieves its historical grov^h in human society. Thus
it is conscious not of being hedged in by special limits,
but of being open, ready, and capable of expanding as a
collective and yet individual v/ill. The nation is that
will, in case of need, our lives are sacrificed, for our
lives are genuine, v/orthy, and endowed with incontestable
value only as they are spent in the accomplishment of
that mission.
"The State ts active and dynamic consciousness
is a system of thougnt, of ideas, of interests to be
satisfied and of morality to be realized. Hence the State
is, as it ought to be, a teacher; it maintains and
developes scnodLs to promote this morality. In the school
the State comes to a consciousness of its real being.
1
Circular of November 2, 1922. (i. Gentile, 11 Fascismo
al Governo della Scuola; Palermo: Sandron, 1924, as
quoted by Schneider and ulough, "hlaking Fascists" - P. a5
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Professor u-entile undertook a complete reform ir
the educational system and sought to establish schools foi
building national character and religious character. He
believed that the scnools should be employed to strengther
the nation and to enlarge the heart of the Italians; that
is, for the making of true patriots and good Italians,
that tne true aim for education is to make for "the forma-
tion of a patriotic mind and heart, and for the prepara-
tion of tne student for the manifold responsibilities
of life,"^
This emphasis on national ana religious cha-
racter meant tnat the national tradition was to become the
;
heart of tne school curriculum ana tnat, as a result, the
dtate as conceived by Fascists would become a living force
in Italian life. Hence, aentile^s Reform Bill can be
termed as being "the most Fascist of Fascist" acts since
"it forces all children to attend school until the age
of fourteen; it introduces new pedagogic methods and a
new curriculum, and it floods tne educational system from
Z
kindergarten to university v/itn Fascist doctrine,"
According to Fascists, "the importance of
Gentile ^s educational reforms is, tnerefore, not to be
found in tne mere substitution of adequate for inadequate
school ordinances, out in the expression of a new cultura]
1
Howard R, Marraro "The New Education in Italy” (Current
History] February 1933 - r, 571
2
G, mombardo-Radice "Vita Nuova della Scuola del Popolo"P 35-66
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and spiritual trena in Italy,”
The rising power of Fascism quickly hastened the
process of settlement of educational programs, and the
Gentile reform inniiediately showed ilussolini ^s active wishes
\7ith respect to tne religious traditions of the people and
religious institution. But this did not come about until
an understanding v/ith the Vatican was reached in regard to
religious training.
Gentile, as a social philosopher, had always
maintained that, while secondary and university instruction
could only be historic, philosophic and scientific, it did
not lend itself, from its very nature, to religious in-
struction, The elementary education, on the contrary,
could not help but be religious due to the process by which
man learns about himself. The argument advanced in de-
fense of this principle, is that, "where it is not possible
to give a philosophic emphasis a religious one is necessary,
since man cannot live without having a certain trend; if
the schools and educators do not supply it, man, obeying
2
an inexorable need of his soul, creates one,”
But, since vxentile’s scheme of education call s
for the education of the national character as well as the
religious character, provisions vrere made for an adequate
physical training program which would conform to the ideals
1 - ... - . _ -
wiarraro "The Nev/ Bducation in Italy” (Current nistory)
February 1933 - P, 571
2 iEaucational Yearbook of the International Institute of
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1932 - P. 304
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of jj'ascism, as a result ne stressed physical training in
Italian education. "He v/as so dissatisfied v/itn tne
perfunccory vjay in v/hicn physical education v;as being
taugiit under the direction of the scnool master, whose
interest v/as cniefry inteliectuaiistic
,
that ne arbitrarily
relieved them of furtner responsicility for it. i‘o him
a vigorous pnysical activity progra:;! was important not only
for the promotion of physical wholesomeness and hygienic
living, cut quite as mucn for tne moral and civic train-
ing and spiritual expression implicit in group activities,
lie, therefore, entrustea physical education to a self
governing organization, (Ente Autonomo ) . It v/as his in-
tention, thus, greatly to increase in importance the place
of pnysical training, instruction in hygiene, play, com-
petitions ana drill in the lives of youtn of alt ages."^
Thus the scnooi system, as organization oy
(lentiie, aims to educate the v/hole man: the physical,
the social, the aesthetic, the religious, the intellectual
aspects, each in its appropriate manner. Pliyslcal train-
ing, as in the case of religious training, is compulsory
2in the school.
The organization of the School system, which we
shall discuss shortly, and all the educational changes
brought into the school system, are the product of Gentile '
^ir'.W. Gox "An Aspecu of Italian Edu6a.tion" (Clearing House
January 1935 - P. 267
^Nationalism in Education:
Kandel - Teachers College,
Essays in Comparative Educatio:
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educational philosophy the salient points of v/hich are
as follov/s:
1. The real mind of the child reveals itself in
action, not in the abstract forms of verbal "knowledge."
Hence the school must train the behaviour of the child and
teach it to realize the implications and meaning of its
acts. imowledge is acquired oy functioning in rne be-
haviour-patterns of the child and hence the "abstractions’*
of book learning must giveplace in the curriculum to the
"concrete" forms of active thought, which are found only
in "self-mastery through conquest of opposition," that is,
of ignorance, perplexities, problei.is, or anything "external
All "bodies of knowledge," all sciences and their laws are
abstractions from action, and by the process of education
must be transformed into action,
2. It follows that the center of educational subject
matter and method is the individual character and not cer-
tain traditional "subjects" of inforruat ion : From the
elementary schools up to the universities, the aim is to
develop not only by vocational education but also by the
student’s active participation in all the institutions and
traditions of his people.
3. Moral responsibility is achieved by the identifi-
cation of the individual with the culture of his nation:
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"develops its ovm inner multiplicity" by means of national
cultures, v/hich have their seve ral limitations and hence
their opportunities of grov/th and spiritual conquest.
Each moral individual must transcend himself, not merely
by identifying hlr.iself with the nation’s traditions or
culture (as the professional nationalists teach) but also
by engaging in the process of spiritual growth or conquest
v/hereby the boundaries of his ovm, and hence of his
nation’s, experience and culture are widened and the ’’ex-
ternal world" is transcended by the creative act of will
and thought,
4, The political implication is that moral freedom is
attained by an inner sharing in the cultural and tradition-
al life of the people, not by formal and mechanical parti-
cipation in democratic institutions: Libert^?' is not an a
priori right, but moral obligation, to be won only by
voluntarily serving the national v/ill. This national will
can find unified expression only if the state is able to
synthesize the various institutions of the national life.
The chief instrument for bringing about such a unitj?- is a
unified system of national education,
5, The religious implications are that the Individual
can live in the universal spirit only through the national
spirit, and that the people is more "catholic" than its
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church; Therefore the church must be embodied in the state
,
and religion must be taught in tne national schools by
secular teachers. Elementary religious education consists
in teaching familiarity witn, and active participation in,
the traditional religion of the people, with all its myths
and superstitions. Then gradually the critical element
is introduced, and traditional religion becomes transformed
into self-conscious, national idealism, not by means of
abstract criticism and indoctrination, but through the
intimate and personal growth of the individual mind,^
bchaaider and ulough "Making Fascists" - Pp. 86.87
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TThe Organization of the .^achool System
The principle upon v/hich this organization pro-
ceeded v/as based(^s one night well expect,) on the political
ideals of Fascism which aim at all times to centralize all
activities pertaining to education in a single ministry of
Public Instruction. Education, Fascism reasons, is a
function of the State, and as such exists only for the
interests of tne state. The practical application of this
theory is entrusted to the minister of instruction v/ho is
aided in general educational policy by a Superior Council
of Public Instruction, composed of twenty-one members
chosen by the minister himself; in matters of higher
education by a section of this Council; and in elementary
and secondary school affairs by two coLunissions, That the
minister’s orders may be carried out, there are three centr
inspectors, men in whom he has complete confidence.
For purposes of local school administration Italy
is divided into nineteen districts, each one under a Prov-
veditore, a-axart of superintendent of schools, v/ho is
appointed by the minister. He is aided in the administra^
tion of elementary school affairs by a Scholastic Council
and a Disciplinary Council (the members of both are
appointed by ministerial decree), the duties of the former
being to give advice on important school questions and of
al
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the latter to attend to the discipline of teachers, Italy
is divided into E50 school districts under scholastic
inspectors (Ispettori Scolastice), or sub-superintendents,
and these districts are in turn divided into 2,000 smaller
regions under directors of pedagogy. both the inspectors
and the directors are chosen by competitive examinations,
uertain tov/ns, the capitals of provinces and districts
(circondaria)
,
have educational autonomy and hence do not
come within the foregoing organization. Their schools ar3
directed by city superintendents but are under the super-
vision of the State, for the central inspectors oversee
the entire educational system.
Secondary education is also under the general
direction of the Provveditori
,
who are advised by Councils
for Secondary Schools, by the local principals (Preside)
and by the inspectors (Ispettori delle Scuole Medie).
Universities are under the direction of rectors appointed
by ministerial decree.
Education in the elementary schools is divided
into three grades: the Grade Preparatorio, three years of
Kindergarten for children between the ages of three and
five; the Grade Inferiore, three years; and the Grade
Superiore, two years, A school year is normally ten




ATter completing tlie higher grades, pupils
attend tne secondary schools for at least three years, as
school attendance is compulsory unfiil the age of fourteen.
To fulfill this requirement pupils may either take the
corsi integrativi, v/hich supplement the education of the
higher grade, or enter a complementarj^ school - a sort of
trade and junior high school. If they intend to con-
tinue their secondary education they enter ginnasi (Junior
High Schools ) v/here they study for five years and then
enter either classical or scientific high schools (licei)
where they take a three-year course preparatory to the
universities. Those pupils who desire to train them-
selves for public employment, for industrial engineering,
agriculture, commerce, etc,, proceed after the Grado
Superiore of the elementary schools to technical institu-
tions, where they may study for either four or eight years,
Those who wish to train themselves for the teaching pro-
fession enter normal schools (Instituti Aiagistrali) for a
preparatory course of four years and then an advanced
course of tnree years. Girls who desire a secondary
education may take either the regular courses in ginnasi
and licei, or a three years’ cultural course in girls’
finishing schools (licei femminili). Entrance to these
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which is usually obtained in the preparatory course in the
nomal schools. The institution of these finishing schools
for girls is an innovation. /lifter the secondary schools
the student nay continue his education in a university,
vmere the length of the course varies according to the
studies pursued.
The cost of the public educational system is
shared between the state and the cities, tne former subsi-
dizing secondary and higher institutions, and the latter
financing for the most part elementary schools,^
AS it can be readily seen, this educational set-u?
tends toward bureaucracy, a highly centralized body to whom
the responsibilities of education are entrusted and of v/hici
the Minister of Public Instruction is the head. The ex-
cessive nunoer of officials in tne post Fascist central
office was reduced and the organization v;as systematized
to promote the greatest degree of efficiency,
"The minister himself is endowed with more power
and responsibility for the conduct of the v/hole school
system; from him and his office flow all tne power enjoyed
by his subordinates in the administrative service," There
is no provision for any elected oodles representing the
public; adrainistration is wholly in the hands of a bureau-
cracy of experts. All the authority emanates from central
ministry. Out centralization is tempered by decentralizatio i,
1
From Laws and Decress as reported by ibchneider and Clough
"Iviaking Fascists" - Pp. 87-90
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a contradiction which is more apparent than real, since
the ytate controls tne appointinent of those to v/hom it
entrusts local adniinistrationo
i ^
Nationalism and Education: Essays, Kandel-leachers
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Educational Program and Philosophy
That which is of importance in any educational
system can be summarized in one sentence in the foim of a
question: ”V/hat is taught to the children?" To this
ansv/er we shall confine ourselves in order that we may
understand more clearly the part played by Italian schools
in the training of the youth. Teachers, thougn strictly
supervised, are given some measure of freedom to adapt
their programs to fit local needs and conditions trusting
that tney woulu develop the best traits of the pupils.
Jdut this again must be done in fascist fashion if they are
to remain in their classrooms any length of time. The
following diagram will show the general set-up which was
established only as a general guide for elementary educa-
tion, The subjects, years, and time spent in the class-
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Religion 1 T JLJ-2 2 2 2 2
Singing, drav/ing and recitation 4 P^-<^2 4 5 5 3
Reading and vVriting - 7 6 5 5 A 3
Orthography - 2 2 - - -
Arithmetic - 4 4 4 3 3 2
Various creative intellectual
occupations 6 4 4 4 1 1 1
hardening, manual training, gym
hygiene and domestic training 24 6 5 4 4 4 .i.
Natural and physical science - - - - 2 2 3
iistory and Geography - - - - 3 3 2
Oivics and economics - - - - - 1 1
Ftofessional work - - - - - - 8
1
Total 35 25 25 25 25 25 25
L
i^uori Prograimni per le Scuoli Elementary (Naples: E.
Pietrocola, 1925) as cited by Schneider and Ulough "Making
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Notice will oe taken that tne subject of religion,
3ven apart from language, is given a prominent place. If
for any reason the child should not be able to continue
school beyond the eleiaentary grades, he will, at least have
bad religious training as well as instruction in reading an(
,
writing. Art is also stressed as being in conformity with
the national genius. But, however, in the secondary
schools, "the classics have been emphasized as against
scientific subjects, Latin receiving a place in all of them,
Previous to the fascist regime, the State schools, as in
jj'rance, had a practical monopoly of secondary education.
But the nuraoer of students in the secondary education nas
been greatly reduced, upon tne theory that tne State is
called upon to give a secondary education only to the best
as determined by competitive examinations. This has re-
sulted in a great expansion of private schools to take care
of those Who cannot obtain admission to the state schools.
Some of these secondary schools are under clerical and some
under lay control. All schools, both public and private,
1
submit their pupils to an examination by the i:3tate,"
It is a picture of hov/ i'ascism takes control of the schools
,
In fairness to fascism, it must be said that the Church is
authorized to supervise both teachers and textbooks for all
religious instruction, but the actual teaching of the lesso i
is done by the teachers regularly employed by the State
Stephen P, Duggan "The Fascist uonception of EducationIJ:
Historical Outlook Vo, 20, iviay 1929 - Pp. 224-225.
Reprinted from Nev/s mlletin of Institute of International
iiiducation, Vol, IV, No, 6, march 1929,
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unless these are proven incompetent.
On the whole, however, judging from a study of
the above diagram, it would seem that no special effort was
made to emphasize nationalism. I'he outline looks innocent
enough, but that is not the case. While the pupil is
engaged in the exercise of the "various recreational and
intellectual occupations," the teacher must, "relate epi-
sodes of civil, religious, and military valor, , im-
pressing upon the minds of the youth the necessary faith ini
the State that v/ould v/arrant sacrifices for the home land.
In the third year, the teacher must read or relate to the
pupils such stories that would develop an "historical and
national consciousness," relying on the lives of national
characters such as Lraribaldi, Iviazzini, oattisti and others
j
for his themes. In the fourth and fifth years he must be
prepared to give a series of readings Illustrating the
regional contributions to the nation, especially during
the trying days leading to the Italian unification. In
the periods devoted to gymnastics and physical training
"the life of a soldier must be portrayed as an exaiaple of
strength, discipline, valor, and courage. Geggraphy is
made an important subject not only in the study of the
physical, regional, and political nature of Italy, but also
as a basis for the study of those countries into v/hich
.’
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Italians havte emigrated. ^ide by side vilth geography
comes the subject of histoiy, This covers the period of
Italian History from 1848 to the present, covering national
and political events in time of war and peace with special
emphasis to the Italian Army and Navy, the exploits of
Italian Heroes and the brilliant episodes during the V/orld
War.^ -
Though the program might appear ultra-patriotic
in its nature, it tends to be extremely nationalistic, San(!
patriotism is to be desired. It is one of the finest
traits in human nature and ought to be developed. mt
when it is carried to an excessive degree, it lends itself
to much "flag-waving." Especially is this true of fascist
education as we shall indicate in an examination of the
textbooks and patriotic materials nov^ used in the public
schools of Italy,
fe
Ministerial Order of November 11, 1923, as cited by
Schneider and Clough "Making Fascists" - Pp„ 92-93
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•extbooks and natriotic materials
In order to be absolutely certain that the
instruction shall be of the kind desired, a Royal decree
was issued in 1923 v/hich prohibited the use of textbooks
blot approved by the State, "The Royal decree of i.aarch 11,
1923, iMO, 737, prescribes that textbooks not in the regular
list or in the supplementary lists published in bolletino
Ufficiale of the ministry cannot be used in the schools,"
A.ccordingly
,
a special commission was appointed to examine
all the texts published prior to the reform and the decisio:)^
of this uomraission determines that texts shall be used in
the schools of the Jiingdom, Authors and publishers v/ho
iesire to submit a textbook for examination must make appli-|
cation to the supervisor of the region in which they reside
For this examination a fee of 75 lire is required for books
to be used in the first two grades and 100 lire for all
Dther books. If the book is rejected, it seems that the
author or publisher is the loser not only of the fee but of
|the time spent in the preparation of the book.
To insure the quality of textbooks, the Commissioi.
Rejects all books prepared by the following groups;
teachers, directors, or inspectors; books published anony-
mously or under a "nom de plume", and books published by an
association of authors totally or partly composed of school
GOI
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teachers or administrators, 'i'he Commission has already
examined many texts giving special attention to those used
in the schools, 'i‘he follov/ing figures will give a fairly
good idea of the methods used by the Gommission to ’’weed
out” such texts that fail to approach the i*‘ascist standard,
’’Out of 217 hlstoi^y and geography textbooks exaEiined,
101 failed of acceptance, 75 V7ere approved for one year,
28 were found acceptable for teachers and libraries, and
125 v/ere unqualifiedly approved. Out of 114 religious
texts examined 11 were approved and 29 disapproved. In
arithmetic there were 350 books of which 95 v/ere approved
and 167 rejected. The number of readers exai:iined v/as
1,710, of which 32 v/ere approved and 222 rejected, a late
report of the i.dnisterial Uommission for the Examination of
Elementary School Textbooks published in the bolletino
Ufficiale of the iviinistry of Public Instruction on Pebruar3
23, 1926, states that the percentage of books found unfit
is decreasing, out of 1,326 books examined, 949 were
approved for class use, 100 were approved for libraries,
and 227 were not approved,”^
In examining the textbooks as v/ell as in the
preparation of new courses of study the ministry of Public
Instruction sees to it that those v/ho are connected v/ith
the school system are inspired v/ith a fiery spirit of
patriotism. The v/ay in which patriotism is preached by
1
^Reports of the Ministerial Uommission for Examination of
Te^books as reported by nov/ard R, marraro ’’Nationalism
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the approved textbooks, which in turne reflect the feeling
of the exarainers, may be gathered from excerpts from a
few ijiiportant ones as reported in "Llaking Fascists," by
1
Schneider and Clough.
1. Renato trances chini, sillabario e Piccole nettere.
Florence: Bemporad, 1928.
This little first-year reader is in its thirt3'--fourth
edition and its 572d thousand copy. It has been definite'
ly approved by the state. It is very elementary, be-
ginning v/ith the alphabet and simple v/ords. It has three
short patriotic exhortations, the most nationalistic of
which is, "Dear and sweet is the name of our country, Vi/e
children v/ant to be good patriots, too."
2. Giro Trabalza, Vincenzina Battiscelli, and Luisa
Steiner, Lliliti del Lavoro, Florence: Bamporad, 1923,
This second year reader is the second volume of a
series for all grades. It is in its eleventh edition and
has received the definite approval of the ministry of
Public Instruction, Five of its 158 pages are devoted to
patriotism. On Pages 55-67 one may read:
"Every good Italian loves Italy, this land so great and
beautiful, imd every little Italian should study in order
to be an honor to his country, in order to be able to read
some day of the v/orks of her poets, and in order to know
1 ^ = == == ==========—====—===^
P, 94-102

her history and her beauty, imd then, children, when you
know hov/ great your country has been through the centuries,
v/hat marvelous things Italians have always been able to do,'
then 270U will love her still more and say with an air of
pride, 'I an an Italian^."
5. G. Llarchi and v, Battistelli, Biancospino. Florence:
Bemnorad, 1925,
'i'his reader for the third year is one of a series for
the elementary schools. Ten of its 184 pages are devoted
to a patriotic lesson about Garibaldi, The story relates
how an old uaribaldian had those who went to fight in the
World V'/ar kiss a handkerchief stained by the blood of
uai±ialdi. The old man exhorted the mothers and friends to
v/rite the soldiers that whoever "has kissed the blood of
Oaribaldi cannot be a coward. Dying one must either kiss
the Italian flag or bite the enemy," In the same lesson
there is a picture of poppies and potatoes, the former
representing red-shirted u-aribaldians and the latter
Austrians, Above it is written: "Bing! Bang! And the
Austrians are dead,"
4, Virgilio Brocchi and juidrea Gustarelli, Allegretto e
Sevenella, r-iilan: Mondadora, 1925,
This reader for the fourth year is one of a series for
elementary schools. About 25 of 221 pages are devoted to
f/gr’j brt;‘. , ''J’xj'jsotf ‘inrf •^•'o^axrt •xe l*
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patriotic subjects. On page 90 one reads:
"There have been great men everywhere, in France, in
England, in Oemiany, all over Europe, as well as in iiineric8|
and Asia. But fortune has particularly smiled on Italy,
for she seems to have inherited from Ancient Rome the
mission of teaching beauty, law, and science to other peopl^,
"The first arnong the great poets of modern tiraes was,
as you knov7, uante, an Italian. The most v/onderful artis1|£
v/ho have ever lived. , . were Italians - Leonardo da VinciJ
Raphael, and michelangelo. The very beautiful musicians
from Talestrina to ulaudio ivionteverde
,
who have been the
masters of our great composers and of foreigners in the
divine art of music, were Italians."
On pages 39-40 one reads the follov/ing story;
"Do ^T’ou know who rasquale Sottocorno was V "asked the
teacher. "No," confessed uippelletti.
"He v/as a shoe-maker from Milan. He vTas lame on
account of a bad hip. In 1848 the Revolution broke out.
Liilan flew unarmed at the oppressors. The Artillery bom-
barded the barricades. The Captain of the citizens said,
"Men, you must attack the palace of the i»mlitary Engineers
and loiock down the door,
.
," But no one dared to move, fc)|2
between the barricade and the JrUlace there hus a straight
road swept with grape-shot. Then Pasquale Bottocorno,
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limping with crutch, crossed the street under the whistling
of the bullets, and came to the door of the I'alace, He
fired it with an armful of oalam dipped in herosene and
forced two hundred Austrians to surrender,"
"V/hat courage!" exalimed uippelletti,
"Vfliat a noble mind," added the teacher, ‘then she said
"V/hich seems greater, nobler, and more honest - this shoe-
maker or the Aing of Naples, i/uke of i.iOdenaV V/ould you
prefer to have been Pasquale Sottocorno or irancis IV?"




La Dolce uarapania, i.iilan Vallardi,
1926
.
In the new educational prograiiis special emphasis is
placed on regional history'- and culture. In the third and
fourth and fifth years, the children must have a regional
reader ana almanac. The present book is one of a series
of such a nature, being vrrltten for the pupils of oampania
i-Tovince (Naples and environs). It has received ministerie
approval and is widely used by the pupils of the Province,
On the whole it has very little of Italian nationalism
although there is one passage concerning the contribution '
of the region to Italian victory in the World War, It is
full, however, of regionalism, extolling the beauties of
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Naples, Capri, Avellino, and other places, praising the
great men who have come from this district, describing in
a picturesque way the various iMeapolitan holidays* Nor
example, on Page 7, there is this statement:
”The Campania is one of the most beautiful regions in
Italy* It comprises five departments: Naples, Caserta,
Salerno, Avellind), and rsenevento* * * 'ilie Campania is makir||g
-steady progress in industry, trade, culture, and art. Let
us help her increase her v/ealth, prestige, and civilizatiorj
by our v;ork and education* Let us make her one of the
best regions of Italy*
"It is our vow,
"It shall be our dutyj"
6_, Luigi Aubrosini, Nuovq Pagine di Vita, Turin: Paravie ,
This book is a reader for the scuole integrativi,
complementary schools, and the first years of secondary
schools. It has no date nor statement as to state
approval. Out of 516 pages 7 are devoted to pure nation-
alism, 20 the customs of the Homans, many to regionalism,
and great many to great Italians - Giotto, Dante, Leonardo
da vinci, Leopardi, uolurabus, i.^azoni, Iviazzini, and others,
A quotation from x.^azzini relates how he became conscious ox
the necessary principle of fighting for Italy *s liberty*
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accosted tiien and asked aims "for those ostracized from
Italy," "That day was the first tir.ie that there was
presented to my mind, not the idea of Country and Liberty,
but the idea that one should fight for the Liberty of the
country,
"
_7. Franco Ciarlantini, t^toria Italiana. Milan: Mondadori,
1925.
This text is for the first-year history classes, for
j
the pupil’s third year. It is one of a series prepared
|
for all classes. It has the approval of the state. The
j
interpretation of Italian history in this book is Yerj
nationalistic. It covers the 19th and 20th centuries,
but almost all the space is devoted to the risorgiraento
and tne world V/ar, The book is filled with minor but i
jdramatic anecdotes. Especial emphasis is placed upon the!
neroes of tne risorgiiaento (S, Pellico, i-iazzini. Garibaldi
and Cavour), and the heroes of the V/orld V/ar (Generals
I
Cadorna and Diaz, Cesare Battisti, and Nazario i^auro,
Austrian subjects who deserted to serve for Italy, but wer<j
taken prisoners and killed). The book begins with these
words
:
"Italy, our Country, has not alv/ays been a united and
free nation. Our grandfathers remember the aad tiiaes
j
v/hen foreigners were masters in our homes, when the Countr;'’
t,
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was divided into many little states and the citizens v/ere
subjected to all sorts of outrages and did not have the
right to protest.
”T|iose were sad times, childrenl”
The book ends with this passage:
”In Eternal Rome, on the historical hills of
Gampidcglio
,
rises the monument of Italian Independence
in the center of which is erected the statue of the
Gentleman King.
”At the foot of the statue there is an altar
called Altar of the Fatherland. There an urn of pure
marble contains the bones of one of the thousands and
thousands of soldiers who fell without leaving a trace
of their names.
"This is the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier who
represents all the dead of our War and to whose memory
has been awarded the Golden Medal with this inscription:
’This worthy son of a valiant race and of a rich civili-
zation, and held without flinching those trenches most
bitterly contested, displayed courage in the most cruel
battles, and fell fighting for no other end than that his
country might be victorious and great*.”
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Italial Italial Milan: Mon da dor i .
This book is a history text for the sixth year
(corsi integrativi) . It is in its sixth edition and the
60th thousand. It has been approved by the state. It
bears no date. The period covered by the text is 1800 to
the present time, but the emphasis is placed on the
resorgimento and the World War, On Page 29 one reads
concerning the risorgimento
:
”The little revolts awakened revolutionary ideas
in people s minds. The horrors and the cruelties of the
police and governments aroused them - even the callous
and timid - to an ardent desire for revenge. Arms are all
right, but one must first arouse the desire to use them.
One must first awaken a sentiment in the hearts of the
people and stir up their spirits so that every citizen
v;ill feel ashamed to see his Country a slave and will be-
come a soldier to redeem her at the cost of his life,"
This book is filled with anecdotes of heroes and
battles. S, Pellico, Mazzini, Cavour, Garibaldi, and
Victor Emanuel II are all treated at length. In the story
of the World War the book explains that Italy entered the
conflict to get Trent, Trieste, and other territories,
and to fight for the right of humnity.
.
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£. Nucoio e Tancredi, Giovinezza Sroica. Palermo: Industrj
Riunite Editorial! Sicilian©, 1926.
This text is an "historical reader for patriotic
education," for the corsi integrativi, and complementary
schools. It has the approval of the state. It treats
the risorgimento and the World War and Fascism, Almost
every page is patriotic. The book itself says:
"Reading these pages you v/ill learn to love stil]
more the blessed land v;here you were born, every clod of
whose soil has been stained with the blood of a hundred
martyrs. You will learn to respect her laws. Through her
organizations and institutions you will learn to defend hei
against all invasions and against decadence. You will
learn to defend her with her beloved name on your lips,"
About fifty pages of the book are devoted to
Fascism, explaining that the Fascist revolution saved the
country from Bolshevism, The Russian situation is de-
scribed as deplorable, the comparison between the two
states being decidedly in favor of Italy and Fascism.
10 . Pietro Gorgoglini
,
11 Fascismo Spiegato al Popolo
.
Turin: Paravia, 1926.
This book is a popular and simple treatise on
Fascism. It is not strictly a textbook, but has a wide
influence and is used in the schools. It gives a short
e
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description of Italy prior to Fascism, then the March on
Rome, Fascist philosophy and Fascist reforms. Mussolini
is highly prasied. On pages 90-91 one reads:
"Now we have the man who was needed and whom we
wanted, Ee finds himself face to face with great problems
.
His task is very hard and he is charged with tremendous
responsibilities: to reconstruct the patrimony of the
Nation; to restore the provinces; to free laws from
demagogy; to destroy parasitic forces and parasites; to
affirm the rights and dignity of the Nation abroad.
"This man with a Garibaldian spirit and with
mailed fist will overcome these difficulties; of this we
are sure. But all the citizens of every class must follow
him and aid him with faith and abnegation. . .
11 . Valerio Campogrando, L^Ordinamento dello Stato
Italiano Fascista. Turin: Lattes, 1928.
This book is for the complementary schools. It
is in its fourth edition. It is an excellent brief
treatise of Fascist reforms. It lauds the Regime and its
Chief. On Page 6 one finds the following passage:
"As there is only one official religion of the
State, the Catholic, so today there must be only one
political faith. Fascism, which is synonymous v;ith the
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Italian Nation. As the Catholic nust have a blind faith
in the Catholic belief and obey the Catholic Church blindly
so the perfect Fascist must believe absolutely in the
principles of Fascism and obey the hierarchical heads to
whom he owes allegiance without reserve.
"Religious dogmas are not discussed because they
are truths revealed by Gtod, Fascist principles are not
discussed because they come from the mind of a Genius:
Benito Mussolini ..."
12 . Umberto Vecchiotti, Nozione di Economia e Diritto.
TuriniParavia, 1928,
This book is a text in elementary civics and
economics* It has been approved by the state. It ex-
plains Fascism but because of the very nature of the
materials treated is not nationalistic.
In addition to the influence of the patriotic
materials in textbooks, the children are surrounded with
nationalist symbols. The lictor*s rods, emblem of Imperia!
Rome and Fascism, must be v/orked into the ornamentation of
every school building. In the classrooms of both ele-
mentary and secondary schools there must be a crucifix,
a picture of the King, and a picture of mussolini.
The Fascists desire that every day’s work shall
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have pictures of the heroes of the risorgimento, of the
World War, and of the masters of Italian culture; that
every school have its flag, and that on the eve of every
vacation a patriotic speech be made and that the children
respond with the Roman salute.
But regardless of this patriotic feeling existing
in the textbooks which develops as the children advance in
the grades, the education of the youth would not necessarily
be nationalistic if the teachers were not nationalists to
the highest degree, Fascism, as a political organization
tolerates no other political views. Hence, the Fascists
have taken great care in the selection of the teachers,
who must have decidedly pro-Fascist political views, A
law has been passed whereby teachers may be discharged if
they hold political views contrary to those of the
1
national government.
Decree of January 25, 1923, Law of December 24, 1925,
Circular of the Head of the Government, July 22, 1926,
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Reading, writing, and exercise








2 2 - -
4 4 4 3 3
4 4 4 1 1
Gardening, manual training,
hygiene, gym, dom, science 6 5
Physical and natural sciences, hygiene
History and geography












Singing, drawing, penmanship, recitation 3
Reading and v/riting, exercises in Italian
language 3
i^ithmetic, geometrical drav/ing, bookkeeping 2
Lliscellaneous studies and recreation 1
Hiysical and natural sciences, hygiene 3
History and geography 2
Elements of law and economics 1
Vocational training 8
Total per week 35 Hours
1
Suppelementary year used for general preparation prior
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I II m IV
Italian language 8 4 4 4 Hours
Latin language - 6 6 6
History and geography 4 2 2 2
r^theniatics 3 2 2 3
Foreign language - 4 4 4
Drawing 3 2 2 2
jiviusic and singing 2 2 2 2
iviusical instrument (elective) 2 2 2 2




Italian language and literature 4 5 4 Hours
Latin language and literature 5 4 4
Philosophy and pedagogy 4 5 6
History 3 4 4
Natural sciences, geography and
hygiene 3 2 3
li^Lisic and singing 2 1 1
Drawing 2 1 1
idisical instriament (elective) 2 2 2







Italian language 4 4 3 Hours
History and geography 4 4 3
Foreign language 4 4 4
Mathematics 4 3 3
Natural sciences - 2 2
Bookkeeping - 3 3
Drawing 4 3 3
Penmanship 2 - -
Stenography - 1 2
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Italian literature 5 5 - - Hours
History 5 5 - -
Natural sciences and geography 3 3 2 -
Land surveying - - 4 2
Rural bookkeeping - - - 2
Surveying - - - 4
Chemistry - 3 3 3
Rural technology - - - 2
Drawing 4 - - -
Mathematics and physics 6 5 - -
Construction and drawing - 2 7 6
Topography and drawing mm - 8 8
Rural legislation mm 2 ••
,Total per week 23 23 26 27 Hours
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History 5 5 - -
Italian literature 5 5 - -
Natural sciences and geography 3 3 2 2
Bookkeeping and accountancy - - 8 8
Law - - 7 5
Political economy - - 2 4
Economics and statistics - - - 4
First foreign language 2 2 - -
Second foreign language - 5 5 4
Penmanship 2 - - -
Industrial chemistry - - 3 -
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Subjects
Italian language 7 7
Latin language 8 7
Greek language
Foreign language - 3
History and geography 5 5
ivjathematics 1 2








Philosophy and political economy 3
IVlathematics and physics 4
Natural sciences, chemistry and
geography 3
History of art
Total per v/eek 25
Years
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Italian literature 4 4 3 3 Hours
Latin literature 4 4 4 4
foreign language 4 4 3 3
History 3 3 2 2
Philosophy and political economy - - 4 4
llathematics and physics 5 5 6 6
Natural sciences, chemistry and
geography 3 3 2 2
Drawing 3 2 2 2
Total per week 26 25 26 26 Hours
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Italian, Latin languages and,
literatures
History and geography





Domestic science and economy
















Total per v/eek 24 24 23 Hours
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Criticism of •program of study and Gentile^s resip:nation
The educational program enacted in Italy in 1923
through the efforts of G. Gentile, then Minister of Public
Instruction, soon met with severe criticism. The sudden
changes in educational methods and procedures affected
unfavorably not only members of the teaching staff but
students as v/ell, ’ hiany professors v/ere not ready for
such a reform, and others appeared to be hostile to it frojn
the very beginning. Students who had hoped for the
cherished diploma found their hopes shattered by the intro
duction of studies v/hich were harder to pursue and,
therefore, made it all the more difficult to secure the
desired degree. Publishers felt the weight of the reform
in the rejection of volumes v;hich were found inadequate foj?
classroom use; and authors suffered a loss because of thei|f
inability to market their literary products.
Most of the criticism centered about the program
of studies in the elementary and secondary schools. The
arguments are that, "too much time is spent on a parti-
cular writer, that manj'' teachers v/ill be unable to conduct
their classes effect ivel3r, that there are no textbooks for
this or that subjects," ^ In the main, hov/ever, it can
not be denied that if the programs of studies in the
elementary and secondary schools were not so decidedlv
Hov/ard R, Marraro "Nationalism in Italian Education" P 36
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pro-Fascist, it would be recognized that they ainto mold
both teachers and students into intellectually minded
individuals, imbued with culture and social graces, and
possessing an appreciation for human worth.
Professor J/Iariano moresca, although he opposes
the elementary school program, defends the philosophic
principles of idealism in the present system of education
Achille Monti, who bitterly criticized the reform in a
series of articles entitled, ’’Liberal Prejudices,” in 'whi^h
he compares outlines of reform by Croce v/ith those of
Gentile, overlooked the fact that Croce himself defended
Gentile’s reforms. Benedetto Croce is an outstanding
social philosopher and his ovm philosophy is not divorced
from Gentile’s educational idealism., Gentile is an
educator first and a philosopher second. As such he has
the interest of the school at heart, and whether his
educational program is wholly realized or not, the fact
remains that he re-vitalized the Italian schools through
the infusion of a new national spirit for education.
Gentile resigned from his post of Minister of
Public Instruction after a service lasting tv/enty months.
He is acclaimed today ’’the philosopher of Fascism" and he
is called upon to uphold the ideals of Fascism, Gentile
left his office with the knowledge that he had instilled
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new vigor and energy into the school; he left an ad-
ministration which, v/ith a greatly reduced personnel and
with only nineteen supervisors, continued his work ’’ah
imis”. ”He deemed his duty to return to the teaching
profession where he could prepare the coming generation
properly to value and interpret the political doctrines
of Fascism.’*^
Hferio Casati was made iiiinister of Public In-
struction follov/ing Gentile’s resignation, he was in
turn succeeded by Pietro Fedele; then by Giuseppe Ercole.
Recently, hov/ever, the office of Minister of Public In-
struction has been changed to read as follows: Minister
of National Education, of v/hich Count Cesare iviaria de
Vecchi is the head. Count de vecchi, as minister of
National Education, has evolved a plan whereby all texts
used throughout the country are standardized, each grade
receiving instruction according to the prescribed program
from the same text and lesson as all other grades on that
school level. For example, all elementary schools in the
Fascist state use the identical set of textbooks.
The foundations of reform have been firmly laid.
It is true that ’’many of Gentile’s educational measures
were found impracticable in their original form and had
to be modified, and some had to be abandoned altogether;
1
Hov/ard R, Ivlarraro ”Nationalism in Italian Education” P 89
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but his work, wide in compass, far reaching in its result
and fundamental in its structure, v/ill long constitute
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FASCIST CONTROL OF ACTIVITIES
Hov; Fascism controls the scholastic, social and re-
creational activities of its -neople
We have seen hov; Fascism, realizing the pov/er of
the schools as a means of spreading Fascist propaganda,
directed its attention to the ’’Fascistization" of the
educational system through the land. Having accomplished
this task, it turned its energies toward the "Fascistiza-
tion" of the scholastic, social and recreational activities
of its people. This new activity is consistent with the
Fascist philosophy which maintains that Individuals are
subservient to the State, The next blow v/as to be direct^
against such clubs, associations, and societies that did
not fall in line with the Fascist regime. The first of
these activities took the form of restriction of political
liberties.
There is no doubt that most of the peace and
social order brought about b37- the Fascist regime were
obtained at the cost of political liberty, and in some
cases of personal liberty. It vtslS thought that "v/hen
Fascism had become master of all the powers and forces of
the State, so that they were at its disposal for the
carrying out of its policy, there would be an end of
individual and political violence and bloody v/arfare.
^
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And if violence had not entirely abated, one must allow
for the dying kicks of past friction, and not regard them
as a new outbreak. But that v/as not the case at all.
Every day the papers told a nev/ tale of riots and normali-
zation appeared once more like the deceptive mirage in
the desert."^
It must be granted however, that the word libert
in Italy during that period, meant something different
from what it means in America. Liberty in America means
obedience to law. Changes can be brought about by repeal
r
and modification of that lav/. In Italy liberty means
violation of the law. And changes are brought about not
by repeal or modification, but by an absolute disregard
for the law. Small wonder that Mussolini was able to v/alc
on the corpse of liberty. But laying aside theory for
fact, let us now turn to those branches of national life
and see what liberties Fascism suppressed that were former-
ly enjoyed.
"1. Liberty of Assembly: This suppression ex-
tended not only to the public meetings, but also to
private meetings by invitation. Needless to say, this law
applied exclusively to anti-Fascists
;
the Fascists enjoyed
perfect freedom to meet as they wished.
"2, Liberty of Association: This liberty was
limited. Many societies were abolished or were warned,
±
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which practically amounted to abolition.
"5. Liberty of the Press: A liberty v/hich
existed, in theory, until July 1924, v/hen certain leaders
seized the papers, persecuted the directors and forbade
publication, without any legal authority v/hatsoever. And
even graver was a campaign of blackmail which was carried
on, not by the Government, but by the Fascist authorities,
against journalists and printers. You could, ho7/ever,
get anything published if you had the courage to face the
consequences, and the Llatteotti* affair v/as
,
as it were,
the explosion of the time-fuse for forces v/hich had only
been biding their time.
"4. Liberty of the Individual; This vms left
to the discretion of the Fascist authorities. In the
provinces this power v/as sorely abused, and even in the
capital Nitti’s house v;as storraed and the furniture
smashed and burned. The deputies Misuri and Araendola
Suffered like abuses, and although they v/ere able to
furnish the names of the offenders they could get no com-
pensation for the rough handling they had received. Not
until after the Ivlatteotti affair v/as any restraint put
1
upon the treatment of the individual,”
* A Socialist leader, fori'aer member of the Chamber of
Deputies, who was murdered because of his anti-Fascist
activities.
= = = ====—=============—^^
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Follov/ing this destructive v/ork, Fascism under-
took to reconstruct these forces in Fascist fashion,
I
I
Through trade unions and s^mdicates
,
it regimented the
workers into a Fasdo, group or following, regulated by the
State, Out of this regimentation came the movement knov/n
as Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro (National action for the
promotion of leisure time after work), which is deriving I
its educational opportunities from the State, True to its
nature, Fascism intervenes in everything from the very
beginning. In this connection let us take up two other
national actions, those of the Balilla, and Piccole
Italiane,
"Boys from the age of five or six join the
Balilla under the Opera Nazionale Balilla (Balilla was a
boy, who, by throwing a stone at an Austrian, began the
insurrection of December 5-10, 1746, in Genoa), while girli
are enrolled by the Opera Nazionale delle Piccole Italiane,
and eventually pass to the women ^s Fasci,
“From the Balilla the boys pass at 15 years of
age to the avanguardisti
,
the reserve, and having pre-
viously received a semi-military training at the age of 18,
are qualified to take the oath of allegiance to the King
and to Fascist principles and receive their rifles,*
Eventually, all young Italians pass through these stages;
* —
Members of the Balilla as well as those of the avan-
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so that v/hen the young children of the present generation
have cone to maturity, citizenship and Fascism v/ill be
synonymous and co-terminous
,
which they are far from being
at present, since the Fascist party numbers only about a
million members, and refuses to admit more of the older
gendration to its ranks.
”The Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro, with its
million members, may, again be mentioned as doing excellenb
work. It is a movement which rightly claims to be both
humanitarian and utilitarian; being intended to help and
direct the working classes in spending their hours of
leisure and repose, coordinating v;hat is already done by
individual firms and employers, and by already existing
societies and clubs, for the working people. Thus it
concerns itself with both physical and mental culture -
the latter including evening school, lectures, etc., etc.,
the two being combined in excursions to places of in-
terest. Membership is granted to clubs and societies and
not to individuals; and considerable reductions in price
of railv/ay fares, admission fees to museums, discounts,
etc., etc., are allov/ed. The federal political secre-
taries of the Fascist part^A are, as a rule, provincial
commissioners, and therefore are able to keep a check on
i






”In a higher social grade, the sane tendency
is apparent, and the Confederazione Olinpica Nazionale
Italiana (Italian National Olympic Confederation), is nov/
the superior organization for all forms of physical re-
creation in v/hich Italy can be represented at the Olympic
games. Its authority can be carried to considerable
lengths - as when it declared tv/o tennis players who re-
fused to play in an international match against France to
have lost their amateur status. Indeed, one of the
features of the Fascist regime is the attention devoted tc
physical culture, A training college for physical in-
structors has been started in Rome; and activity in
promoting games and sports nay be seen on every side.
Playing fields are being provided everywhere,"* but a
reversal of the long lunch hours would help to make use
of the fields for pleasurable activity,
"The total expenditure on all counts proposed
and authorized for the financial year 1927-28 by the
Mnistry of Public Instruction amounted to 1,359,475,000
lire," Undoubtedly, a goodly portion of this sum was
expended for the educational needs of the Balilla, Azione
Nazionale delle Piccole Italiane, and for the Azione
Nazionale Dopolavoro, which makes it easier for Fascism
to dictate their policies and shape their activities.
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Military Traininfi; of Youth
Though the subject of military training does not
appear in the programs of study which we have examined,
provision is made for military training in the national
organizations such as the Balilla and the Avanguardia,
It is difficult indeed to discuss Fascism without mention-
ing at the same time, militarism, for one implies the
fundaraental nature of the other. Both have much in common
if we are to take Mussolini *s ov/n definition of the ideal
Fascist- "Libro o moschetto. Fascists perfetto" (a book
and a muskett - a perfect Fascist). Both Fascism and
militarism teach absolute obedience to superior officers;
both stress the subordination of the individual’s interest 3
to those of the State; both derive their fervor from an
ardent love for the native land; and both strive for glory
prestige, honor and power.
Fascism grew out of militarism and it cannot
help exhibiting a military spirit and stressing the com-
plete militarism of the state. Indeed, from its beginning;
Fascism has been "dotted with important military legis-
lation, aimed not merely at rehabilitating the Italian
army and navy, but at the reviving in the nation, interest
and pride in military prowess. Of special significance
are the laws of January 11, 1925, and June 8, 1925, which
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.
provide for the mobilization of all the forces of the
nation in case of v/ar, and the law of March 11, 19S6,
v/hich provides for a reorganization of the army and re-
vived centralized control under a Chief of Staff. The neii’
laws of Tactics approved by Mussolini, May 22, 1928, are
of great importance from the technical point of viev/.
j
Italy’s increasing military expenditures are just one
|
more proof of Fascist militarism.
Military Expenditures










’’The Fascists realizing the importance of
military service for creating a patriotic state of mind
have established a highly developed system of training.
It begins at the age of eight and continues until the
age of eighteen, for those boys who enter the Fascist
Juvenile Organization. Here they are given sound physicaJ
education and are taught the elements of military drill ar,
modern warfare. At the age of eighteen these boys pass
automatically into the Fascist party and militia and are
given rifles as a symbol of their formal induction into
d
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the armed forces of the nation. For non-Fascist boys
the State has created special courses of military in- !
struct ion. In the school year 1927-28 there were 3,744
such classes, v/ith 222,864 enrolled. In every case, the
instructors of the youth are officers in the Fascist
militia and hence faithful supporters of the regime and
ardent teachers of nationalism, A speech by liussolini
to the Avanguardisti on October 28, 1926 at the Uoloseun
in Rome gives an indication of the indoctrination of
militaristic patriotism which goes on. *You are at the
sunrise of life. You are the hope of the Fatherland,
You are above all, the Army of Tomorrow, From this
moment you must live every moment of your lives with faitli
1
in the destinies of the nation."
In response to this fervent nationalism, the
Minister of National Education has addressed an official
circular to directors of universities, to the directors o:!’
high educational institutions, and to local authorities
responsible for education, announcing the formation of a
general Inspectorate for "preliminary and post-military
training in schools." General Grazioli has been
I
appointed as head of the nev/ inspectorate with Comnenda- !
tore Angelo Senes i, as Chief Inspector on behalf of the
iviinistry. The circular states that "in conformity with
1
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I the Ivfassolinian conception of a military nation, based on
' the principle that the function of a citizen and a soldiei
I
are inseparable in a Fascist State, the Fascist formula
*libro e moschetto* no\7 finds appreciation in the Italian
educational system from elementary school to university."
This has been achieved by the regulation of compulsory
pre-military education for all citizens from the age of
eight to tv/enty-one.
^ Ever^)^ division betv/een the conception of civil
and m.ilitary life is being eliminated; the barriers be-
L tween civil and military institutions are being dem-olished.
A fusion is being effected of the youth organizations, th(
i' armed forces and the schools. And the recognition of
military education as having a high moral value is be-
ll
coming a substantial element of general education, "It ij
jl
my firm intention," the minister adds, "that the aim of
the government shall be realized in full without hesita-
tion or delay." The educational system as herein noted,
!
is the "great forge" of the Fascist regime, and v/ill not
I
fail to assurae the task set in the light of the Duce’s
I words: "If it is to be true peace, that fruitful peace
v/hich must he accomplished by justide, we can adorn the
' barrels of our rifles v;ith the branches of olive. But if
i|
it should happen thus be sure that v/e, men tempered in
I
the clim-ate of the Littorio, will adorn the points of our
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bayonets with the laurel and oak of victory.” . . , ”I am
certain that the whole educational sj'-stem from the elemen-
tary school to the university will in a single, unanimous
and passionate cry answer ^Present’ to the Duce’s call."
"The aim is progressively to excite in the schoo
population the sentiments of love and admiration for the
glorious Italian army; to win the pupils willingly and
joyfully to the new military teaching and to draw from it
the most profit for the advantage of ^Motherland’
Between the Duce’s exaltation of the "FatherlandiT
and the minister’s "Motherland", the picture of a purely
militaristic paternalism and maternalism is complete.
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Despotic Methods and Disciipline
Despotism is the logical outcome of militarism.
Though a regime might well be built on militarism, thus
justifying despotic measures to enforce discipline, it doei!
not always follov/ that all of the people would accept such
government v/ithout question or murmur. By its very naturis
such government creates dissatisfaction and discontent
among the people. And if the people are not allov/ed to b'i
heard, they will cause no end of trouble and disturbance.
But alas, woe to those who dare to oppose the government;
woe to those v/ho v/ould dare question the decrees of the
Dictator. For great are the difficulties which would
fall upon those who would maintain their ovm individuality
in refusing to acknov/ledge the sovereignty of the Dictator
,
For them, there is no hope of success; no possibility of
a career; and no opportunity to rise above the ’’general
level” of social, political and economic life unless they
have in their possession the ’’Fascist Tessera,” (member-
ship card). Unless men are fortunate enough to possess
independent means to carry on their activities of life they
are reduced to starvation, ’’for Fascism means bread for Itii
partisans and hunger for its enemies,” ’’The barrister
who has not joined the party receives no briefs, the anti-
Fascist doctor has no patients, the engineer no jobs. No
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Dost can be obtained in the civil service, in the armed
1
forces, in the judicial and educational departments,"
In studying the plight of all anti-Fascists
,
even
from a distant viev/, it v/ould be difficult for an in-
telligent observer to express his admiration for a
"political dynasty" which openly declares its allegiance
and loyalty to brute force. But again, such brute force
might be necessary in order to remain in pov/er, although
one might question the wisdom of it. Hov/ever, if force
is to be the ruling power in our present civilization, lei
us erase the v;ord "civilized" from our dictionaries and
substitute the v;ord "barbaric" for it. We would then be
consistent with the primitive philosophy that "Might makeiji
Right, and argue that "barbarism is not altogether incom-
patible with material prosperitj?-, " But if we do so, we
must admit that the cost is great, and the result, fatal,
"The worship of unscrupulous force as a vehicle
of nationalism keeps ignited the fire of international
jealousy, and makes for universal incendiarism, for a
fearful orgy of devastation. To be tortued by tyranny
is tolerable; but to be deluded into the v/orship of a
wrong ideal is humiliating for the whole age which has
blundered in the submission to it. If Italy has made
even a temporary gain through ruthless politics she may





be excused for such an obsession, but for us, if v:e be-
lieve in idealisra, there can be no such excuse, Fascism
ruthlessly suppresses freedom of expression, enforces
observances which are against individual conscience, and
v/alks through a blood-stained path of violence and
stealthy crime,
.
Such methods, resulting in suppression of per-
sonal rights and enforced adherence to a system contrary
to personal ideals, cannot help being disastrous in view
of the fact that they create dissatisfaction and discontent
among the people, especially among those of the intel-
lectual class who are accustomed to think in terms of
ideals, of liberty of conscience and expression. If such
ideals are not openly tolerated, they will find means of
expression, perhaps through less desirable channels; and
the subterfuge will reassert these ideals in the minds of
the people more strongly than before, Vt/hen dissatisfaction
and discontent cannot evolve into an "open and legal"
field of opposition, the3?’ are found to become "illegal anjl
secret" channels of reaction.
Consequently, toleration rather than repression
V70uld be thesaner way to deal with all forms of oppositio:|i,
A free word, a free press, a free sj^stem of association
will, in the long run, promote such compromises in legis-
lation as will be of benefit not only to "yie individual
Anerican Review of Reviews "The Philosonhy of Fascis m",
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merabers of society, but to society itself

OPPOSITION TO FASCISM




The mind of nan has never failed to devise vrajs
and means through which it can fight any principle of life
!
that seems to contradict its reasoning powers. Hence many
j
avenues can be opened to fight against a form of govern-
|l
ment which to the dissenters appears to be oppressive and
barbaric. One of the most effective of these is the in-
tellectual v/ay of spreading propaganda in favor of "libertjr
democrac3^ and social justice,” through veiled literature.
This is true in Italy, and the intellectual anti-Fascist
makes the most of this opportunity. There is, of course,
no possibility^ of making public speeches, of vu’iting arti-
cles in periodicals or books in defence of such principles,
but imder the cloak of "critical analyses of literature,
of philosophic, scientific, economic, and historical re-
search" a subtle criticism of Fascism is possible without
even mentioning the word.
During the last decade, a number of historical
studies have been made dealing with problems of the Itali
Risorgimento, These have been produced through the acti-
vities of young anti-Fascist intellectuals residing v/ithiij
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Pisacane, Spaventa, Settembrini, and other famous patriots
have been published. They contain severe criticism of
the "Austrian, Neapolitan, Piediaontese
,
and Papal
despotisms," which can be very neatly applied to Pascist
I
despotisrii. There are also many weekly and monthly reviews
in which, under the appearance of literary, historical and!
economic studies, a campaign is carried on in favor of '
liberalism.
"Other young men, for whom such intellectual
activity is not sufficient, try to build clandestine or-
ganizations, Such organizations have no chance of bring-
ing about a revolution, but they are useful for facili-
tating intercourse among persons ivho otherwise would
remain isolated,"^
In addition to these publications within the
country, many books, periodicals, newspapers, pamphlets,
leaflets, etc., are published in France by a group of
anti-Fascists v/ho have emigrated there to escape the wrath
of FasciAs, Since these articles are vffitten by eminent
men, forraer members of parliament, deputies and premiers,
they find their v/ay into the hands of sympathizers, who
in turn pass them along to friends, thus keeping alive the
flame of controversy.
1
Contemporary Review "Fascism in Italy", No, 822, lune
1934 - Po 705.
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Llany of these publications, which are actual
statements of v/hat is going on in the field of political
economy, are sent abroad to keep informed those who would
help the cause of liberty. Most of them are vn?itten in
Italian, but the most important ones, vn^itten by such
eminent authors as iNiitti, Salvemini and a score of others,
can be obtained b vn^iting for a list of published books
on fascism, to American publishing houses. The biblio-
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Dissension among political groups is no inno-
vation in Italy or in any other country. It has existed
since the beginning of time and let us hope that it will
I
exist until the end of time, for only through action and
reaction can v/e keep a balance on the scale of political
justice. But let this be free of persecution.
Anti-Fascist currents in Italy have been in
existence since the advent of Fascism and, from all
indications they v/ill continue to the end of Fascism.
These currents emanate from a group of individuals
politically divided into five main classes: l) Monarchls
2) Republicans; 3) Liberals; 4) Socialists; 5) Com-
munists, All of them are interested in the overthrow of
Fascism; but each wishes that it shall be done in its
ovm particular v/ay. There is a great division among
them as to what course the revolution, if any, should
I
take. Since there is no definite agreement among them,
‘ their activities constitute no serious threat to Fascism,
But let them bind themselves together for a common cause,
forgetting their political differences, and Fascism will
have a different type of opposition with which to deal.
The Monarchists are devoted followers of the
King, They hate revolution as much as they hate Fascism,
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There is only one hope - that through the help of the
King and the army they can effect a change in the politi-
cal life of the nation without blood-shed. They believe
that if the king should abandon his present passive atti-
tude and order Llussolini out a change could be brought
about peaceably. The difficulty here is that iviussolini
may not be so willing as to step out. To which the 3r
reply, ’’The King ought to make a coupd’etat against the
Dnce, o^st as the Fascists made, in 1922, a coup d^etat
against the Parliament, He should fire the Duce, order
the arrest of the more turbulent Fascist Chiefs -and entrust
the Government to a Cabinet of Generals. These generals
should, with the assistance of the ’monarchical anti-
Fascists’*, and of the more reasonable or more versatile
among the Fascists, re-establish a little freedom of the
press, a little self-government, a little electorial
freedom,”^ At its best this group advocates a limited
monarchy. They are, in reality, a group of conservatives
who cannot get accustomed to the idea of revolution
through evolution or any other means.
Members of the army as distinguished from members of
the Fascist Militias,
G. Salvemini ’’Italy in the Throes of Fascism” in
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The Republicans are a group of individuals v/ho
have always maintained the traditions of their party.
They seek a republic. Being anti-Monarchical in their
ideals, they abhor the idea of a king in this enlightened
age, and scoff at the principle of legitimacy-royal
succession. "If Italy is to be freed from Dictatorship
it must come through revolution v/hich overthrows the king
and Dictator at the same. time," is their prediction. But
this revolution, overthrowing the government through
winning the confidence of the working classes throughout
the land, must be mild. They recognize the value of a
peaceful revolution. But a republican revolution can-
not take place except through the coalition of all anti-
Fascist groups of all classes in tovm and country. They
v/ould have the king, the industrialists, the bankers and
land-owners bear the expense of revolution in payment for
the sufferings endured by the Italian people through
Fascism, They would favor a modified form of capitalism
restoring civil rights and representative government.
The Liberals accept the general philosophy of
Republicanism, but differ as to the method of organiza-
tion. Being liberal in their viev/point, they argue that,
"a revolution cannot be carried through successfully with
ipethods of liberty and legality. Some sort of restraint
is necessary to check a possible insurrection," In this
• L
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respect they do not differ much from the Socialists who
believe in a more thorongh change with restricted liber-
ties. They advocate, however, the restoration of politi-
cal liberties and the reinstatement of representative
I
institutions.
The Socialists, like the liberals and republicans,
are reluctant to grant a dictatorship of the proletariat.
They claim that, "the political groups staging a revolu-
tion cannot, before starting, ask the general electorate for
regular authorization. After succeeding, they must for a
certain length of time carry on a dictatorship in order to
repel counter-attacks of the vanquished and in order to
give the country a breathing spell in which to re-organize.
But this period of provisional government must last only
as long as it is necessary. The temporary government
must, as soon as it will have demolished the structure of
Fascism, confiscate the property of all men responsible
for the dictatorship, and reduce them to a condition v;hich
will prevent them from counter-attacking, summon a con-
stituent assembly elected by general suffrage. This
assembly will shape the organs of the new, regular govern-^
ment, granting to all citizens political freedom." ^
The Communists advocate a revolution whereby the
Fascist dictatorship will be succeeded by a "dictatorship
1
~
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of the proletariat,” i.e., the CoiTMunist party representing:
I
the proletariat. They are tired of the dictatorial
ii character of if’ascisin, and since "liberty and justice" have
II
been suppressed to such a degree, they have no faith in
i mild revolutions. TTieirs is to be a sweeping one, ezter-
:> minating those responsible for existing conditions,
I
Wherever vie turn, the picture of blood-shed and
I
v/holesale slaughter rises before our eyes. It is incon-
ceivable that in this age of intellectual achievement men
I
should turn to thoughts of hatred and the destruction of
i
I
human lives, V/e may have succeeded in making the v/orld a
: neighborhood, but we have failed utterly to make it a
;
brotherhood,
i but be that as it may, a revolution cannot be
I staged without suffering and loss of human life, and unles 5
vie educate for the control of prejudices, likes and dis-
likes, and for the promotion of good relationships that
make for better conditions of living together, the picture
of disorder will forever loom large on the screen of life,
I
In this age of unrest, the monarchists, republi-
I
cans, liberals, socialists and fascists alike have many
I
difficulties to face. They all must overcome at one time
or another, first "the inertia of a terrorized people"
j
and second, "the challenge of Communist propaganda."
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On one hand we have the anti- J^'asclst groups
which, whether in their present form or in others, will
continue to persist even if they are suppressed by decrees
'ihey feel that they have a social function to discharge,
a service to render, a contribution to make to society.
On the other hand, the iJ'ascists believe that they are per-
foming such uses in the world, and accordingly, through
the medium of the schools, they seek to produce a fascist
nation which will meet all political opposition and at the
same time insure the future success of Fascism as a
political, social and economic institution.
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The national ideals if Italy under the Fascist
regirae are diametrically opposed, in many respects, to the
ones held by former governments. Those of us who are
accustomed to dem*ocratic ideals find it hard to understand
the Fascist conception of the State, Unlike a democracy.
Fascism does not consider an individual an entity per se,
but as a mere fraction of a greater vfliole, the State, He
is important only as he makes his contribution to the
greater whole, be it the state, community or society. For
the Fascists the state, community or society mean Italy,
He is subservient to the State, and above personal rights
or privileges loom those of the State, They are pre-
eminently more important than those of the individual,
and if sacrifices are to be made, thej'- are for the benefit
of the State which embraces not one individual, but many.
The education of that individual is, therefore,
not primarily for his ovm welfare and happiness, but for
the welfare and happiness of the State, The individual is
not being endowed v/ith rights and privileges as against
those of the State; on the contrary, he exists only for
thebenefit of the State, i
Thus, the spirit emanating from the Italian
educational system is one of intense nationalism, un-
yf
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questioned patriotism, and of a blind faith in the i''ascist
Dictatorship. From the primary school to the university
the lesson is one of unquestioned loyalty, of a necessary
devotion to the country, and of full support for those
policies that will enhance the prestige of the nation at
home and abroad. Outside of school hours, the students
are to maintain these principles and denort themselves
accordingly. ‘ihey are frequently marched to historic
spots of Italian accomplishments, or visit the monuments
of Italian heroes where speeches are delivered glorifying
Italian patriots and Italian life. They attentively listen
to addresses on what Italy of the future ought to be, and
hear of the glory that will be home’s.
The Italian government tolerates no dissension.
The individual must have one political faith - Fascism;
one religious faith - Roman Gatholicism; one national
faith - Italy, As long as these principles are preached
and taught in the schools Fascism has a good chance to
succeed, for the Fascist educational system is far-reaching
and complete in the indoctrination of Fascist Ideals,
That Mussolini himself is not disappointed in the educa-
tional reforms is evident from one of his recent remarks
branding the educational reforms, "the most Fascist of
jj'ascist acts.”
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Fascism is synonymous v/ith nationalism. It ex-
alts the State and directs its energies toward "the
ennoblement of all the elements concurring to form and
assure the greatness of Italy." Its future, therefore,
lies not in the present hypotheses and defenses, but in the
results of years to come. That future v/ill be deterr.ined b;5
its capacity to adapt itself to changing conditions and
v/ill be successful only according to its adaptation. It
! will have to face m.any problems. From tiiiie to tir.ie it v/il]
be called upon to deal with questions of personal liber'ty
arising from the individualism of regional Italy, socialisi
and democratic survivals, and parliamentary traditions.
On all these questions, it v;ill be called upon to formulat(f
a course of action which will be either beneficial or
detrimental to the Fascist regime.
But whatever the future has in store for Fascism
ours is the task of studying it in order to adopt a point
of view which wlllenable us to understand not only Fascism
i
and how it operates in Italy, but the Italian people as a
v/hole. Fascism is still one of the most vital subjects in
the political world of today, and as such, offers con-
i
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